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SCOUTS AUSTRALIA 
      MINUTES FOR THE 505TH MEETING OF THE 
     VICTORIAN ROVER COUNCIL 
     HELD AT VICTORIAN ROVER CENTER 

WEDNESDAY, 25TH OCTOBER 2023, AT 7:30PM 
 
 

1 Welcome  

1.1 Flag Break Zac Geddes 

1.2 Attendance & Apologies 
Apologies – Jody Freeman, Katie Condon, Drew Lazenby, Scotty Harrison 

Jessica Kaplan 

1.3 Acknowledgement of Country 
Rover Scouts Victoria acknowledges the traditional custodians of the lands on which this event 
takes place. We pay our respects to ancestors and Elders, past and present. We are committed to 
honouring Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ unique cultural and spiritual 
relationships to the land, waters and seas and their rich contribution to society. 

1.4 Conflict of Interest –   
- NRC: Zac is now NRC Training officer until the conference in January 

 
2 Congratulations, Guest Speakers, Presentations and Formal Thanks 

2.1  Good on Ya Mate – Council acknowledges and thanks the exceptional contributions to Rovering 
over the past month. 

- Rover Dinner team did an excellent job, really good dinner and time management 
- Department of Education for donating whiteboard markers to VRC 

 

2.2  Guest Speakers & Presentations: 
1. Laurence Williams from Scouting Around (and Carlton Rover Unit) 
- Likely world’s oldest Scouting radio station 
- Weekly show 
- Completely Rover-run team  
- Youth members sharing stories, expressing themselves, and improving podcasting skills 
- Invitation to collaborate with VRC to run a workshop for venturers and rovers on 

podcasting and radio 
- Looking for volunteers to help over the summer holidays – single day workshop (probably 

at Radio Monash) 
- Would like assistance from teams to help them find content for the show 
- Info: linktr.ee/scoutingaround 
- Contact: scoutingaround.scouts@gmail.com 
2. Helen from the Bogong Rover Chalet (and RA at JGR) 
- Started skiing into the chalet in the 80s  
- Also an artist 
- Has painted an image of the Chalet, making it come to life in her vision 
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- Donating it to the Rovers to hang at VRC, encouraging people to attend 
3. Pete Wotherspoon 

Dear Victorian Rovers, 
          Saturday night’s Rover Dinner was the celebration of the past year’s activities and award 
presentation for the Rover Section. My congratulations again to all awardees. 

I am writing to thank the members of the Section who spoke so kindly about me during the 
night, and to the support shown by Rovers, Advisors and others present. To say that I was 
overwhelmed with the sentiments expressed is an understatement! Could I also say a big 
thanks for the photo presentations, thank you boards, and for the gifts which were 
presented to me. I truly appreciate all that was done for me on the night and wish to thank 
those involved. 
My wife, Jen, was very appreciative of the comments made in regard to her support, and 
for the flowers and gift. 
Thank you all and thanks to Mt Dandenong Region for organising a great night. 
All the very best for Rovers for the future. 

 
3 Items for Consent   

3.1 Minutes of the previous VRC Meeting — September Zac Geddes 
 Motioned: Zac 

Seconded: Plenty Valley 
Accepted 

3.2 Correspondence Jessica Kaplan 

  

3.3 VRC Financial Report  Jody Freeman 

 1. No YTD numbers included in the agenda.  VRC operating costs for the quarter are minor, a 
few IT related expenses.  Will update VRC position in a subsequent month once we have 
processed all expenses for Rover Dinner. 

2. VRC Treasurer’s Annual report as presented to Rover Dinner 21/10 is included as an 
attachment (see Appendix A). 

 

3.4 Decisions of the VRC Chair to be ratified Zac Geddes 

 1. Nicola Dangerfield to be ratified as Membership Development Officer for VRC 
Seconded: Bays 
Passed 

2. Jess Hay to be ratified as Strategic Plan Officer for VRC (Noting the term will end on the 
15th of June, the day prior to her 26th birthday) 
Seconded: Mt Dandenong 
Passed 

3. Kieren Martin as Finance Officer for VRC (Noting the term is until 30th June, and the two 
(2) year term will begin again from the next election) 
Seconded: Melbourne 
Passed 

4. Michael Watts as Chairman for MARB 
Seconded: Bays 
Passed  
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5. Catherine Kopec as Chairman for the Bogong Committee Management Group (Noting 
the term will end on the 19th of June, the day prior to her 26th birthday, at which time 
another Rover will be prepared to step in as acting chairman, and Catherine will assist as 
a general committee member) 
Seconded: Melbourne 
Passed 

6. Paul Taylor (WF Waters Lodge RA) will act as a caretaker for WF Waters Lodge until a 
Rover can take over as Chairman 

- Unable to find a Rover to be a Chair 
- Past Chair declined caretaker role 
- Paul to be caretaking chair so that the lodge can continue to function until a Rover Chair 

can be found 
- Seconded: Southwest 
- Passed 
7. Allowing Bogong to increase their ticket prices, although the budget has not yet passed 
- Costs of fuel, bus, wood, food gone up significantly 
- Roughly a 10% increase from last season 
- Action: not to have to table it for a month (so that advertising can start early to increase 

awareness to Rovers and Venturers) 
- Second: Plenty Valley 
- Passed 

 

3.5 Notifications for the Baden-Powell Scout Award Regions 

  

 
4 Office Bearers Reports 

4.1 Chair Zac Geddes  

 It’s been a full-on month for me this month.  
  
My biggest highlight Was U-Day, it was fantastic to see a god dozen rovers come and develop 
themselves from many topics from managing finances, how to use our IT systems, and good marketing for 
your teams. A huge thank you to Jesse Carter, Nike Pike, Sienna Brown, Stephen, Regi, Sarah, for all the 
help leading up to and helping run this fantastic day. 
  
I was able to attend the national program conference in NSW early this month. This provided a good 
opportunity to connect with Scouts from across the country and discuss all things program. Whilst 
outcomes are still being sorted through, it also provided a good opportunity to connect with Rovers from 
across the country who were also able to attend. The most interesting topics from my perspective was 
around the development of character courses, prioritising terrain enhancements, and a big think tank 
about solving all the issues as it relates to the program. When outcomes are shared with me, and a more 
detailed report, I’ll share some more information out.  
  
Another highlight was being able to attend Victorian Venturer Council (VVC) this month. It was a good 
way for me to engage with the leaders of the Venturer section and discuss some good topics, but also get 
some more insight in to how they operate. We have some great opportunities for our next membership 
development officer to pursue here. 
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Lastly, a congratulations to those who were presented awards at Rover Dinner over the weekend, but 
equally as important, a huge congratulations to Mt Dandenong for executing a good event. Bays has 
some big shoes to fill, but I’m assured they are up for the challenge. I would like to thank all those that 
supported the event, including Jesse Carter, who has continually showed her passion for Rovers. She did 
a heck of a lot of background work leading up to the event. 

 
Email at: 
chairman@vicrovers.com.au 

4.2 Deputy Chair VACANT 
 
Email at: 
deputy.chair@vicrovers.com.au 

4.3 Assistant Chair Aodren Knight, Cam Cerda 
Aodren: 
With October ending we see the tail end of AGM season; I had the opportunity to attend both Baw Baw 
and MARB to run their elections and meet their new committees, in addition to attending the Mafeking 
and Surfmoot meetings. 

MARB proved to be a very popular AGM to attend. I would like to again thank Breanne and the outgoing 
committee for a great and successful event, and I would also like to congratulate the new committee led 
by Michael Watts. With a strong vision for MARB, and a very impressive team backing him, I very eagerly 
look forward to working with the new committee and seeing the results of their work. 

I was also fortunate enough to attend the W F Waters lodge AGM; my congratulations to the outgoing 
committee on a spectacular year, and Sam for his service as Chair. While a new chair was unfortunately 
not elected, the lodge is in secure hands with Paul, and the team are already well into planning for the 
next season. I encourage anyone interested in stepping into the broader Rovering world to speak to them 
or myself and see if there is a role that could be a good fit. It is a fantastically supportive committee and a 
great place to start. 

Mafeking and Surfmoot have also had very productive months, with Surfmoot opening ticket sales this 
month and Mafeking working tirelessly on the park. The committees continue to impress. 
 
Cam: 
At RSM it was fantastic to hear how well their Grand Final Weekend event ran, and how smoothly their 
planning for their already upcoming event for Cup Day is coming along already. I was also invited to join 
Bogong's AGM and elections, so thank you again to their outgoing team and congratulations to Catherine, 
Bogong's new chair. Rover Dinner also just happened! From what I hear it was an amazing event, so 
congratulations again to the Mt. Dandenong team and to all that were celebrated. 
 
Email at: 
assistant.chair@vicrovers.com.au 

4.4 Membership Development Nicola Dangerfield 
Nothing to report 
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Email at: 
membership.development@vicrovers.com.au 

4.5 Program  VACANT 

 
Email at: 
program@vicrovers.com.au 

4.6 Strategic Plan Jess Hay 

Looking over the strategic plan and making notes 
 
Email at: 
strategicplan@vicrovers.com.au 

4.7 Training Cairo Levitt 

Rover training support team met this month for the first time in a while 
Restructuring the Unit management and personal development courses 
Making them into two courses that follow on from each other 
 
Email at: 
training@vicrovers.com.au 

4.8 BPSA Breanne Simmons 

Finally wrote up document detailing how to propose badgework 
Request for document about how to run a BM 
When those are done it will be uploaded to the website for all to utilise 
 
Email at: 
bpsa@vicrovers.com.au 

4.9 NRC Izaak Kitching 
Northern Territory are running a moot from the 27th-2nd July 2024, they are wanting at least 300 
participants to come up. The NRC have updated Rover advisor expectations and can be viewed at  
https://rovers.scouts.com.au/2022/07/27/rover-advisers/. Apple Isle moot (AIM) gave their final report and 
will be provided to future national moots. 
 
Nominations to join the NRC team are open and will close on the 18th November 2023, the position 
descriptions can be found at https://rovers.scouts.com.au/rovering/nrc-elections-2024/ and the link for 
nominations is 
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=IztBHeQlbUGXR2VnBRpdDrMPcOhEyJxDntrA_Lk4
XGhUQk4xRzUyOUo0TUVNM0ZJUVBEWTYxNFVKTC4u  
 
Nominations for to attend the 2024 NRC conference as an observer is still open and will be voted on next 
month. Attached in the minutes will be the position description and the link to the nomination form 
is https://forms.gle/Qd6qwWC1h9TXxpTe9.  
 

- Date: 19-21 January 2024 (Arrival on afternoon/evening 18 January) 
- Location:  Baden-Powell Park Training and Activity Centre, Brisbane, QLD 
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- Observer nomination link: 
https://registrations.international.scouts.com.au/login.asp?IEID=894&EIEID=EIF2O0RC1S4LKC4A
UWTPGVNPG5O6334730G9AJXE38QIJWTSII8D3JTE2R8 

 
Email at: 
nrc.delegate@vicrovers.com.au 

4.10 Finance Kieren Martin 
When you are going to put your budgets on the table, please send to the finance team at least a week 
before. 
 
Email at: 
finance@vicrovers.com.au 

4.11 Secretary Jessica Kaplan 
If you have a general business item to present, please ensure you send through a short summary to me. 
Unfortunately there was a mishap where I seemed to not get a few reports that were sent, so I will 
investigate and fixed. 
 
Email at: 
secretary@vicrovers.com.au 

4.12 Resources Callan Brouwer 

The surprise storms sprung on us this month have made it difficult to visit, so it took me a few weeks to 
vacuum the whole centre. You wouldn't know it without seeing the photos though as it has soiled again. I 
need help for the time being to clean up after your big meetings until I arrange professional cleaners. 
 
Email at: 
resources@vicrovers.com.au 

4.15 Marketing & Communications Sienna Brown 

This month has been fairly productive; U-day promotion and presentation were the main focus alongside 
Rover Dinner promotion. We have also been sharing content from sub-committees such as Surfmoot 
tickets and Mafeking working bees. If you need help with socials and promotion for a particular event, 
please don’t hesitate to contact me or just give me some notice if you want something shared on socials! 
Over the next month, we will be revamping our socials, especially with the cancellation of the email 
newsletter. We are currently working towards designing a digital calendar template to utilise - monthly, 
tri-monthly? Also, we are working towards updating story icons and post templates and plan to work 
alongside IT to update some Unit info on the Vic Rovers website. I am also putting together a Social 
Media survey to understand how units are utilising social media for their unit publicly, externally and 
internally. I now have a communication and social media presentation that I'm more than happy to present 
at your regions to help your region teams and rover units utilise internal and external communication. 
Please speak to me after the meeting if this is something you might want me to run for your region.  
 
Email at: 
communications@vicrovers.com.au 

4.16 Visual Communications Maddy McArthur 
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No report submitted. 
 
Email at: 
visual.communications@vicrovers.com.au. 

4.17 IT Alex Costin 

Reminder that the zoom accounts are still active, and bookings are available.  
You can contact the IT Team at it@vicrovers.com.au, and the online store team at store@vicrovers.com.au. 
Please reach out if there is anything we can assist with.  

4.18     Assistant State Commissioner 

Regi has resigned L 
Effective at the end of November, 6 months earlier than expected role end 
Due to a lot of stress with many Scouting roles 
Has really enjoyed and been honoured to be a part of the careers of many Rovers 

4.19 Commissioner Group Regi Caesar, Sarah Austin, Stephen Carter 
Rover Advisor Conference 
Our next conference will be a night time one here at VRC on the 24th of November (Friday) This is the link 
to register, please share it with your 
RA: https://www.vicscouts.asn.au/scoutEvents/default.php?ID=SCE01967 
  
Rover Dinner 
Congratulations to Ben and his team for a fabulous Rover Dinner. It was so good to see Pete, Jen and Sue 
recognised and of course to celebrate our WF Awardees; Mark, Rachael and Maddy. 
  
Baden Powell Lodge Service Award 
Has your Unit done service this year? Do you fit the criteria to apply for the BP Service Award? 
The Baden Powell Service Award runs from November to November and if you would like to apply for 
this award your unit needs to fill in the application with all of the service activities that you have done 
over 12 months.  
Please nominate people even if they don’t technically meet every singly requirement — put your case 
forward and they will still be considered. 
The details are on the Vic Rovers website https://www.vicrovers.com.au/awards/bp-lodge-award-for-
crew-service 
 
Emails: 
Regi: regi.caesar@vicrovers.com.au 
Sarah: sarah.austin@vicrovers.com.au  
Stephen: stephen.carter@vicrovers.com.au 

 
5 Sub-Committee Reporting  

5.1 Mafeking Rover Park Caitlin Durant 

Huge thank you to everyone that had made it to a working bee the past few months. Douglas, PL of 
Operations, has been putting in a huge effort to get the park cleaned up. All around the sheds have been 
cleaned up, the tires near the abseiling tower have gone and the fire pit pile has moved to behind the 
activities shed and been neaten up. Thanks to Mudbash for completing their capital works project of 
putting in some PA cabling. Thanks to James, ALP of Operations for starting to work on the drainage 
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around the park. Reminder that the working bees are on the 3rd weekend of every month 
except December & January.  
 
At the November working bee, we will also be doing Mafeking Masters. Please let us know if you are 
interested in coming via the Facebook event as it will be catered.  We will do a bit of work in the 
morning and then have a round of our 9-hole golf course and mini golf in the afternoon. It's going to be a 
great weekend so make sure you are there. 
 
The Mafeking Christmas party is happening again this year at The Red Eye bar in St Kilda, where it was 
last year. It will either be the 22nd or 23rd of December, we are just confirming with the venue. Keep an 
eye on our Facebook page for that event. 
 
We have also decided we will be doing New Years at Mafeking as well. This will be open to anyone in 
Scouting who is over 18 yrs old. It will be $5 per night to cover camping and you bring your own food 
and drinks. If you are not helping at Wrench It you will need to be off site on the 2nd of January (but 
please do register to stay and help!). Again, more details coming soon via our Facebook page.  
 
We will also have tube and tunes at the Feb working bee where we will float on lake Surfmoot for the 
afternoon and listen to some music. Again, keep an eye on the Facebook page.  
 

5.2 Surfmoot         Kira Miles 

Tickets are on sale!!! 
Please advertise in your regions 
Link to google form for 18 year olds to fill out, and then they will be emailed a code for a discounted 
ticket. 
Releasing service tickets in the next week or two for any registered members of Scouting over 26 (still 
calculating how many hours service) 
Tender applications close on the 13th of November 
Keep an eye out for spam sections in Facebook groups — Surfmoot posts may well be in there 
People will soon be updated on the gate duty roster 
 

5.3 Mudbash Sienna Brown 

We had a pretty quiet meeting last month with a sudden last-minute change of location. This brought 
some great discussions around activities and entertainment, however, and we want to start asking 
rovers what they want to see as Mudbash 2024! We also voted on a logo and slogan which we are 
finalising the approval of so hopefully should be publicly announced this week! We have also found two 
treasurers and a secretary with some of us attending U-Day last week. The main focus of this month is 
the budget and working out new options based on our participant feedback from this year's event so 
discussions around the PA system and inclusive shower and toilet options were discussed. We are 
aiming to have a budget presented next meeting so look forward to that. 
 
5.4 Rover Scout Motorsport (RSM) Matt Caldwell 

Just had Round 2 
Very successful: great turnout, good feedback 
Round 3 week after Cup weekend 
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Motorsport side of Mudbash is also being planned 
 

5.5 Bogong Rover Chalet Catherine Kopec 
This month we had our AGM, a big thank you to all that attended and thank you to Cam for running our 
elections. I would like to welcome the following Rovers who are new to the BCMG in 2023: Eli Solly, 
Ben Landells, Sarah Platt and Max Walton Briggs. We also farewelled Sahara Hollaway, Kendra 
Schmid and Emily Kinross-Smith; thank you for your service.  
 
We have our first working bee for the season over the Cup weekend. From this working bee forward, 
we’ve adopted policy to get participants to book via Trybookings and pay a flat $20 contribution for food 
up front to help to minimise time spent chasing people up, encourage people to stay as long as possible 
at working bees and reduce last minute withdrawals with no communication.  
 
This summer we are going into season 5 of the bathroom works and as such this is going to impact our 
usual summer working bee schedule greatly as we will be restricted to low numbers due to the toilet 
and sewerage constraints. This work will start right after Venture in early January.  
 
We have also set out our proposed prices for next year. We have included it at this meeting so that we 
can advertise as necessary to venturers at VG. Our proposed prices have increased by approximately 
10% since 2023. 
 

5.6 W.F. Waters Lodge Paul Taylor 
In the words of the Beetles: HELP 
I need somebodies 
(Help) not just anybodies 
(Help) you know I need someone, help 
 
The WF Waters ski lodge is owned by Victorian Rovers and is maintained by an amazing team of 
people, however over the last few years we have seen a considerable change in the dynamics of the 
management committee and the general members of the Crew. Under the new VIC Rovers direction we 
do not currently conform to the required structure as we are not ‘Rover’ run “aged” support, we are 
solely made up of over 26 year olds. 
 
This is unfortunate and we need to transform the crew and transition efficiently. We need the urgent 
assistance from VRC and also regions to support the continued management of the lodge and with that 
we need to fulfill a number of positions on the Crew. 
 
We need the following positions filled: 
Chairperson 
Admin offficer 
A promotions team (min 2 would be good) 
And a number of general crew members to allow for growth and connection to future generations of 
scouts 
 

5.7 MARB Michael Watts 
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Thank you to all those who attended the MARB AGM. I am very excited to be the Chair of such a great 
event and look forward to working with my team. I thank the outgoing 2023 team for all their hard work 
and I welcome the 2024 MARB committee. Work has already begun to bring an exciting MARB in 2024. 
Region chairs, please look out for a feedback survey which will be sent out 

5.8 Yearbook  

Leftover yearbooks from Rover Dinner are in the library. 
 

5.9 Rover Dinner Mt Dandenong 

Thank you to everyone who attended, especially those to those from outside Mt Dandenong 
Night ran quite well, despite some challenges  
Started late, but still finished on time (early!) 
Will be having a mini ARAP – handover to Bays and in-depth review 
 

 
6 Region Reporting  

6.1 Bays Anthony Lamb  
Earlier this month Split Rock Rover unit organised and ran a Rover Info night for the venturers in their 
district which ran very well with great turnout of venturers. Not only did they promote themselves and 
their program, but also the other units within the region as well as everything else Rovering has to offer. 
We also had a number of Rovers on the Admin and Activity teams for Boost, which put on a great 
weekend for over 1200 youth, not just Rovers but all sections. So thank you to those who helped, and I 
also hope the Rovers that participated had a great time and got some OAS progressions. 
It was good to see a number of our Rovers attend Rover dinner and show their support for Rachael on 
her W.F. Waters Award and the amazing Drew on his Commissioners award. Mt Dandenong and their 
Rover Dinner team did an amazing job, and we're looking forward to doing an even better job next year!  
 

6.2 Gippsland Zoe Cooper 
For Gippsland this month we have faced more than our fair share of chaos, from Bushfires 
threatening the homes of half the region, floods threatening the others, and 2 earthquakes 
creating the Trifecta of Mother Nature's wrath. However, with all of that Gippsland has still been 
busy, we have been working hard on CARB, working on our Christmas Party, attending U-Day 
and Rover Dinner where I was honoured to be presented with the Chairman's Award, had many 
members in Strez Showtime and even a few attending Jota/Jotis. We have a paper tabled for 
discussion tonight, and I have been working with Zac on his. Despite not having an RA, I am so 
proud of how Gippsland has been working over the last few months and, despite the looming 
fire season, I am confident that we will continue to achieve great things. 

6.3 Lerderderg Katelynn Condon 
It has been a productive month for Lerderderg, with many of our rovers attending Cuboree as rovers and 
leaders. It’s great to see rover representation. 
 
We are coming closer to the end of the year and preparing for our region break up. We are in the midst 
of planning a Lerderderg Region Break Up camp. The first region camp in a few years. It’s a lot of work 
for our team, but we can see it will be rewarding! 
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We look forward to seeing our numbers increase again as the school year finishes and we see more 
Venturers link up to rovers. We look forward to another great month for Lerdy. 
 
Thank you to Mt Dandy for running a fantastic Rover Dinner and congratulations to Maddy Packer on 
her award! 

6.4 Melbourne Harrison Feldman 
This month in Melbourne has been about planning future events.  
As an exec team we sat down and tried to figure out the best dates to run big region events. 
We've so far landed on the following: 

• Region breakup and trivia night on December 13. 
• Region casino night late Feb. 
• Rover Activity Meet (R.A.M (venturer try out night)) Feb 8. 

Our other big-ticket item is us coming close to our final design for the new Melbourne logo.  
This will be ready for voting on at MRRC next week. 

6.5 Mt Dandenong Benjamin Ceravolo 

This month I have been fairly busy. In addition to organising Rover Dinner I have attended Bogong's 
ARAP and U-day, as well as visiting South West and Gippsland’s meetings to talk about Rover Dinner. 
In our region this month, one of our districts ran a district-to-venturer night for the first time since Covid; 
there were approximately 50 Venturers and 30 Rovers. 
 
Thank you again to everyone who attended Rover dinner. 

6.6 Murray Midlands Ben Okely 
Only moved into this role 2 days ago, so don’t fully have an overview of what’s happening in the region 
yet. 
Shepparton doesn’t really have rovers, but Echuca is doing well 

6.7 Plenty Valley Nicola Dangerfield 
Plenty Valley is making some good progress on our goals this month. With increased numbers at our 
monthly meeting, and good progress on our goals, we are working well. My executive is working on 
Spookmoot, a small region camp over the last weekend in October which is going well.  
 
Not much else to report at the moment, I’m working on retention at meetings and better understanding 
the regions and individual units needs, so we’re hoping for smooth sailing for the rest of the year. 
 

6.8 South West Matthew Pannan 
South West has been full steam ahead with events throughout October. Our end-of-year breakup camp 
is well underway, with site bookings and activity planning being confirmed this week. We had a couple 
of our exec members attend U-Day and take home some great bits of info from the sessions. On the 
same weekend, Eumeralla had its centennial celebration, and it was awesome to see Rovers from both 
Geelong and West Coast regions assisting the committee and running their own activities! 
 
Last weekend the Rovers in Horsham helmed the Western Vic JOTA/JOTI camp – the first one run as a 
camp since 2019. As usual, Rover Dinner also fell on this weekend, and it was spectacular. Thanks to 
Ben and Mt Dandenong for a memorable night out, it was very well worth my 8-hour round trip. 
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Going forward, we finally have our region Crown Night next weekend, finally returning in its post-
pandemic glory. It’ll be awesome to have the region get together for a fun and fancy night in the city. 
Early in November, I and the other Rovers from Horsham will also be driving up into Murray Midlands to 
give the Mildura units a hand in running the 46th Mallee Rover Activity Camp, aka Mud Kamp. 

 
7 Other Reports   

7.1 MPAC Report (Pete’s Corner)  
- Been overseas for the last couple of months and can now devote time 
- Has some Ideas on how to proceed 
- Will be tabling a paper next month 
- Need to go to Plan B regarding finance plans 

 
8 Interstate, National and International Events and Contingents   

8.1 Gilweroo 2023  
 Elmore Events Centre 

17th–19th November 2023 
https://www.gilweroo.com.au/  
 
Gilweroo team are looking for help from Rovers for a range of important jobs 
(including activities, security, traffic control, etc.) and will compensate Rover 
Units for each Rover who helps, making it an ideal fundraising activity for 
units.  

 

8.2 Noodl’oot 2023  
 KumBaYah Guide Camp, Wollongong, NSW 

24th – 26th November 2023 
Australia’s first noodle themed Rover moot! 
 
Early bird registrations (open until Oct 31): 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfnI9NRd3MdC9t9CP4I5SsQ3vR
TuDzgeUKo827Rv8Je3Jrpcg/viewform  
 
There will be a Victorian Contingent going (and transporting people) 

 

8.3 VG (Victoria Gathering) 2023  
 Mafeking Rover Park 

1st – 3rd December 2023 
https://vicgathering.asn.au/  

 

8.4 Venture24  

 Main camp: 7th–13th January 2024 
Expeditions: starting between the 31st December 2023 and 2nd January 2024 
Lardner Park, Gippsland (and expeditions offsite) 
Still looking for lots of leaders  
Will take Rovers 21+ for line leaders, and any Rovers for other roles 
https://www.venture24.au/  
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8.5 Easter Moot  
 Tasmania 

29th March – 1st April 2024 
https://www.tas.rovers.com.au/events  

 

8.5 Governor General’s Camp  
 Government House, Canberra 

14th – 19th April 2024 
https://scouts.com.au/event/ggcamp2023/  

 

8.6 7th Roverway 2024  

 Norway 
22 July – 1 August 2024 
https://scouts.com.au/event/roverway2024/ 
 
$2500 for participants + flights etc (for Rovers 22 and younger) 
$2000 for IST + flights etc 
 
November 21st applications open 

 

8.7 AJ2025  
 Maryborough, Queensland 

6 – 15 January 2025 
Will need a Queensland Blue Card (their version of the WWC) 

 

8.8 17th World Scout Moot 2025  

 Portugal 
25 July – 3 August 2025 
https://scouts.com.au/event/wsm2025/ 
 
Age cut off: be 25 at the start 

 

8.9 26th World Scout Jamboree 2027  
 Poland 

30 July — 8 August 2027 
https://www.jamboree2027.org/ 

 

 
9 Voting Items   

9.1   
 

10 Items for the Information of the Victorian Rover Council  

10.1 Requirements for Child Safety and WHS Modules for All Adults in Scouting 

 Please periodically remind the Rovers in your Regions, Subcommittees and Units that these 
modules may have expired without their knowledge, and that they need to re-complete them 
when this occurs. 
 
WWC: 88.89% 
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11 Tabled Items   

11.1 VRC Financial Report  

 See Appendix A  

11.2 Self-Catering on Events  

 

Discussion paper on self-catering during events. 
 
Formal discussion happening next month 
See Appendix B 

 
 

11.3 Policy Book Amendments  

 

Paper tabled with all points in one. Consultation can happen to split proposals as 
needed. 
Will be voted on next month, take to regions 
See Appendix C 

 

 
12 Standing Items  

12.1 Unit Names and Scarves Regions 
Sunbury Rover Unit 

- Changed from Wurundjeri Rover Unit because they lost the signed documents with the rights to 
use the name 

- Moved: Plenty Valley 
- Seconded: Mt Dandenong 
- Passed 

12.2 Workplace Health & Safety Items  
Seek online access or do not attend meetings if you are sick. If anything in or of the Rover Centre isn’t 
working as it should, please email resources@vicrovers.com.au immediately with a brief report. 
Remember to wash your hands often with soap and water. 
Thanks Drew for fixing a table. 

12.3 WWCC/e-Learning Reminders 
Details of members with outstanding membership requirements are sent to Unit Leaders and Region 
Teams every month. Please ensure these are actioned in a timely manner. 
If you'd like an ad-hoc report please contact Jeff. 

12.4 Operoo 
Any event you run should be registered with Operoo. Contact the State Operoo team @ 
Operoo@scoutsvictoria.com.au to inform them of your event, they will help you with the process around 
that. 
Please make sure your profiles are up-to-date, especially with going to events. 

12.5 ScOUT & ABOUT 
Register your event through the link here. Anything from Working Bees to weekend camps. 
https://myrecord.scoutsvictoria.com.au/memberportal/scouting-activity/vic  

12.6 Terrain 
If you would like snapshots of your region’s data please email 
Harrison.Feldman@scoutsvictoria.com.au (but be patient, there are technical difficulties) 
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12.7 Active Rover Policy 
Cam is working on making a sheet to sign with the requirements 
 
You can find a summary sheet and optional approval form for this policy at 
https://www.vicrovers.com.au/resources/policies  

 
13 General Business   

13.1 Nomination form for observers at NRC. 

NRC observer election will take place in November, not October as dates are still being confirmed 
 
Nothing (not dates, not location) has been confirmed, but once things are confirmed Zac will 
communicate with nominees. 
 
This form is used to manage nominations to be observers at the NRC conference.  
It will be in person in January. It is likely to be the evening if the 11th until the afternoon of the 14th.  
Once all details are confirmed, nominees will be reached out to in order to confirm the nomination.  
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSckRd4ZAtTtSVmKCYoRQTByNWnLuPGTIk7N7zw483sHN
vSR0Q/viewform 

13.2 Venture24 
Venture24 is looking for 70 more Line Leaders, they are open to flexible working days.  

- $250. 
- Core camp dates (excluding expeditions): 8–12 January, 2024 
- Lardner Park 

13.3     JOTA/JOTI National Coordinator 

Scouts Australia are after a Rover to be the JOTA/JOTI (Jamboree of the Air/Jamboree on the Internet) 
National Coordinator. 
Applications close on the 31st of October 
Scouts Aus post with all info including position description and application link: 
https://scouts.com.au/blog/2023/09/28/jota-joti-national-coordinator/  

13.4     Report: Apple Isle Moot 
See Appendix D 

13.5     Applications: Assistant State Commissioners — Rovers 
Applications for Assistant State Commissioners for Rovers open now and close on Sunday. 
Email Stephen with applications. 

 
Closing Parade: Flag Down  
Meeting Closed at 09:34 pm 
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VRC ATTENDANCE 
      505TH MEETING OF THE VRC 
     HELD AT THE VICTORIAN ROVER CENTER 

WEDNESDAY, 25TH OCTOBER 2023, AT 7:30PM 
 
 
Committee Role Name !"#$#%&'()* +,-.-/0'(1* 

Office Bearers Chair Zac Geddes )  

Deputy Chair -         

Assistant Chair Cam Cerda )  

Aodren Knight )       

Membership 
Development 

Nicola Dangerfield )  

Program -   

Training  Cairo Levitt   

BPSA Breanne Simmons )       

NRC Delegate Izaak Kitching )  

Secretary Jessica Kaplan )       

Resources Callan Brouwer )  

Strategic Planning Jess Hay )  

Marketing & 
Communications 

Sienna Brown )  

Visual 
Communications 

Maddy McArthur        

IT Alex Costin )       

Finance Kieren Martin )  

SC Rover Support Stephen Carter )  

ASC Rover Support Regi Caesar )  

 Sarah Austin )  

Honorary Treasurer Jody Freeman       1 

Bays Chair Anthony Lamb )  
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Committee Role Name !"#$#%&'()* +,-.-/0'(1* 

Deputy Chair Lizzie Honeybone        

Region RC Drew Lazenby       1 

Gippsland Chair Zoe Cooper )  

Deputy Chair Carlin Graham )  

Secretary Meg McGregor )  

VRC Rep Thomas Sibley )  

Lerderderg Chair Katie Condon       1 

Deputy Chair Tess Williamson )  

VRC Rep Jacob Hobbs )  

VRC Rep Eleyne Ferguson        

Region RC Scotty Harrison  1 

Melbourne Chair Harrison Feldman )  

Deputy Chair Thomas Whitehead )  

VRC Rep -   

Region RC Greg Davies )       

Mt Dandenong Chair Ben Ceravolo )  

Deputy Chair Brittany Oakley        

Development 
Officer 

Mitchell Bell             

Region RC Maria Armstrong             

Murray Midlands Chair Elijah Alley        

Deputy Chair EJ Clayton        

VRC Rep Ben Okely )  

Region RC Mark “Barney” 
Thornton 

)  

Plenty Valley Chair Nicola Dangerfield )       

VRC Rep Cam Cerda )  

Treasurer Christian Miller Grinzi        
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Committee Role Name !"#$#%&'()* +,-.-/0'(1* 

Region RC Jeff McIlvain )  

South West Chair Matthew Pannan )  

Deputy Chair David Pattinson        

Secretary Ethan Grey )  

Region RC Craig Miller (Asst.)        

Mafeking Chair Caitlin Durant )  

Surfmoot Chair Kira Miles )  

Mudbash Chair Sienna Brown )  

RSM Assistant Chair Matt Caldwell )       

 Rover Advisor Lachlan McDonald )  

Bogong Chair Catherine Kopec )  

W.F. Waters Caretaker Paul Taylor )       

MARB Chair Michael Watts )       

Rover Dinner Chair Mt Dandenong )  

Guests MPAC Peter Wotherspoon )       

 Scouting Around Laurence Williams )  

 Bogong Rover 
Chalet 

Helen Brauns )  
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THE SCOUT ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA 

VICTORIAN BRANCH ROVER COUNCIL

FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 

30 JUNE 2023

Jody Freeman CPA 

Honorary Treasurer 

Victorian Rover Council

treasurer@vicrovers.com.au 
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TURNOVER BY ENTITY

The Consolidated Victorian Rover Council has reported a turnover of $521,493 for the year ended 30 

June 2023 (2022 $406,399), and a net surplus of $111,318 verses the previous years surplus of $ 

$8,480.  

Turnover was up 28% as we returned to mostly normal operations, and included strong improvement at 

Bogong and the Aim Moot contingent.

Revenue for ski lodges is for the 2022 white season.

CONSOLIDATED RESULT

• Mafeking reported a deficit for the year, and MARB was breakeven.  All other events and assets 

returned a surplus for the year, with strong results for our snow assets.

• Our activity committees comprising MARB, Mudbash, Surfmoot, Vic Contingent, Rover Scout 

Motorsport contributed a combined surplus of $21,203.  

• VRC itself reported a surplus of $15,720, which included income from Rover levy, and interest and 

lower expenses over the year including a waived NRC levy.

• Mafeking reported a deficit of $3,711 after depreciation, WF Waters Lodge a surplus of $41,272 

and Bogong Rover Chalet a surplus of $36,836.   These figures are inclusive of insurance proceeds 

and sale proceeds for a tractor combined total of $43.6k.

• The aggregate surplus is net of $35k of depreciation and includes $42k in insurance charges paid to 

Scouts Victoria.

3
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NET ASSETS BY ENTITY

As of 30 June 2023, net assets are $1,327,104.

5
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CASH ON DEPOSIT

• The majority of cash balance sits with our properties, however, VRC also retains historical reserves.  

• Much of our cash is earmarked for the next phase of development at Mafeking Rover Park which has 

been endorsed by the VRC.   

• Total cash increased $94k on the previous year, mostly in our two snow properties.

• At June 30, 71.21% (FY22 61.94%) of cash is held in investment deposits predominantly in the Scout 

Development Fund managed by Scouts Victoria Finance team.  These investments have increased 

since in the quarter to September, and interest is supporting our activities for the coming year.

2023 FINANCIAL SUMMARY

• All operations of the Victorian Rover Council have returned to normal 

operations post the Covid-19 pandemic.   Our snow assets in particular 

have had very strong years in both 2022 and 2023 seasons.  

• For FY23, VRC operated a Rover levy to fund our operations rather than 

taxing our events.  Whilst this had some success, it has been agreed to 

discontinue this going forward and we will instead rely on interest from 

investments and some contribution from external property revenue.   

• Costs remain controlled, however for our property assets in particular some 

investment is required to continue to maintain these facilities. 

7
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2023 FINANCIAL SUMMARY

• For the VRC itself, costs in 2023 were constrained, the largest usual cost 

being levies to National Rover Council being waived for the year.   

• Moving forward, the Scouts Victoria has agreed to meet this cost from 

membership revenue eliminating the purpose of the Rover Levy, and also 

reducing the need for VRC to tax our events.  This in turn means a greater 

share of event revenue can be used for actual event and activity costs.

• Event costs continue to be a squeeze, it gets harder every year to provide 

high value events and meet operating costs, particularly in a high inflation 

environment.  Rover Committees work hard to maintain a balance and keep 

our events appealing but within budget.  

2023 FINANCIAL SUMMARY

• Assets are largely performing well, Bogong and WF Waters lodge have 

both have good years, and this has given them some funds to invest in 

maintenance and improvements.  

• Mafeking remains tight and needs to continue to attract major hire fees to 

keep the books balanced.    

• The consolidated VRC remains in a sound position as we progress through 

financial year 2024.

9
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1133 Rovers 2023 Census numbers

79 RA 73 RA per extranet, 3 State, 8 Region

PRIOR YEARS PREVIOUS YEAR 5.100%
2021 2022 2024 PAX Per

Actual Actual Budget Actual Variance Budget Head
30-Jun-21 30-Jun-22 FY23 FY23 30-Jun-24

$ $ $ $ $ $
INCOME Final
Mudbash -            5,000          -          -        -            -           No event appropriation for FY24

Surfmoot 6,000        5,000          -          -        -            -           No event appropriation for FY24

MARB -            264             -          -        -            -           No event appropriation for FY24

Rover Scout Motorsport -            300             -          -        -            -           No event appropriation for FY24

Baw Baw Rover Crew -            4,000          1,000      1,000     -            1,000        This is a % allocation representing share of external to section revenue and a contribution to VRC.

Bogong Rover Chalet Mgt Group -            -             1,000      1,000     -            1,000        This is a % allocation representing share of external to section revenue and a contribution to VRC.

Mafeking Rover Park -            800             1,000      -        (1,000)       1,000        This is a % allocation representing share of external to section revenue and a contribution to VRC.

Rover Levy - Rovers -            -             17,475    15,750   (1,725)       -           No rover levy for FY24

Rover Levy - RA -            -             1,260      1,260     -            -           No rover levy for FY24

Sundry 393           1,213          -          -        -            -           Not budgeted, Christmas Party 2021

Merchandise sales 357           466             -          45         45             -           Not budgeted, revenue FY23 year for rover shirts and STG badges

Interest                                                     896           1,090          1,200      6,640     5,440        10,700      Higher interest rates 5.10% at 7 June, currently $224k in SDF deposit.

                                                              7,646        18,132        22,935    25,695   2,760        13,700      1,212 11.30   
EXPENDITURE
Marketing & Promotion 55             204             500         103        397           2,000        1,212 1.65     Increased

Environment -            616             -          -        -            -           1,212 -      Special project spend FY22

Training Subsidies & Courses 289           -             1,000      450        550           750           1,212 0.62     Includes RA Seminar costs, and add on training team cost.

Awards and Presentations -            455             300         330        (30)            750           1,212 0.62     Most of cost in SC Budget, cost of VRC Tickets to Rover dinner 4x40, Special Gifts 

NRC & NRYP Meeting -            (150)            2,500      660        1,840        -           1,212 -      NRC cost paid by Branch

NRC Levy -            9,136          6,853      (2,581)    9,434        -           1,133 -      NRC cost paid by Branch

NRC Moot Buddies 1,188        1,188          1,165      1,220     (55)            -           1,133 -      NRC cost paid by Branch

Victorian Moot Buddies -            -             1,249      1,249     -            1,212        1,212 1.00     $1 from Rover levy per head allocated to Moot buddies for the next National Moot.

Sundry Expenses - VRC General Operating costs 2,157        42               1,200      559        641           1,200        1,212 0.99     Expenses such as working bees, gifts, cake, cards etc.  

Equipment Maintenance 255           438             1,000      1,344     (344)          1,000        1,212 0.83     VRC Trailer and other equipment, R&M Budget allocation required

Equipment - Minor Purchases -            -             1,000      562        438           1,000        1,212 0.83     Planned VRC maintenace work

Equipment - Major Purchases -            2,000          -          959        (959)          -           1,212 -      No operating budget - This is for larger investment 

Equipment - IT -            -             -          -        -            -           1,212 -      No operating budget - This is for larger investment 

Postage, Stationery & Office Expenses -            -             -          195        (195)          -           1,212 -      Postage for orders, offset by revenue so nil to budget

Communications & IT 813           731             1,000      668        332           1,000        1,212 0.83     SMS and IT Infrastructure operating costs, including tablets, square, domain renewals, minor asset replenishment

Accounting Fees 420           466             500         476        24             500           1,212 0.41     xero cost for VRC xero account.  (includes MARB and Viccon)

Square Service Fees -          201        (201)          -           1,212 -      FY23 related to square fees on Rover levy, not required or FY24.

Contingencies -            -             500         -        500           500           1,212 0.41     Contingency for unforseen expenses.

Year book 2,160        1,055          1,750      3,580     (1,830)       2,500        1,212 2.06     Year book printing costs, FY23 - 2.5k accrued plus overrun for FY22, required FY24

Merchandise Costs -            -             -          -        -            -           Not budgeted

7,337        16,181        20,517    9,974     10,543      12,412      1,212 10.24   

OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) YTD 309           1,952          2,418      15,720   13,302      1,288        1,212 1.06     

Abnormal items off budget -            -             -          -        -            -           

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) YEAR TO DATE 309           1,952          2,418      15,720   13,302      1,288        1,212 1.06     
10.54% 9.40%

Notes to the VRC budget:

This is the operating budget for the VRC itself, and excludes all sub committee operations.  

VRC revenue for FY24 is proposed to be covered by interest on cash investment, currently 5.10%, and a small contribution from Property Assets.

Expense are in line with previous years costs, with some adjustments as noted in the comments.

Based on most recent census, a per head Rover cost is included for revenue, expense and budgeted surplus.

This budget will hold for FY24.  Key risk for future budget is movement in interest rates and cash reserves and inflation in operating expenses.

queries/comments to treasurer@vicrovers.com.au

12 Months to 30 JUNE 2023

The Scout Association of Australia

Victorian Rover Council

2022/23 ACTUALS to BUDGET & 2023/24 Budget

Comments

Honorary Treasurer 22/10/2023
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SCOUTS VICTORIA 
Victorian Rover Council 
25.10.23 

 

Item Title Self-catering at Events 

 Information 
X Discussion 
 Decision 

Document Author Zoe Cooper – Gippsland Region Chairperson 

Strategic 
Alignment 

Logistics: To increase accessibility of meetings and events with particular 
concern for financial and geographic limitations of some Rovers.  

Consultation Region internal discussions, Conversation with the Region Chairs Team 

Implementation 
Period 

Discussed at September meeting 

 

KEY POINTS 

• The topic of dietaries and events has been spoken about informally for many years: 

BACKGROUND 

• Whilst most dietary requirements or food intolerances can be accommodated, occasionally 
there are some that are too complicated to work into an events menu. 

• Members have been required to self-cater at their own expense whilst still being required to 
pay full price for an event ticket. 

• At times where the committee has decided to discount the tickets due to catering, there has 
been no formal process to follow.  

• Some members have indicated that they do not attend events due concerns around their 
dietary requirements. 

• Self-catering is always a last resort, it is the expectation that the catering team try and 
accommodate as many dietary requirements as possible. 

 

ACTION REQUESTED 

It is recommended that the Victorian Rover Council: 

• Require that any member who has been advised by the events caterers (or committee 
members) to self-cater, have the catering portion of their event ticket refunded.  

• Events look into the idea of creating a non-catered ticket for events, either publicly available 
or through contact with the Event Organizers.  

o When tickets are released, the member purchases a ticket 
o After ticket is purchased, the member contacts the committee or catering team of the 

event to enquire about their dietary requirements. 
o Catering Team advise the member and the events committee if they can cater for the 

requirement or if the member is to self-cater.  
§ Before the event: If self-cater, Committee issue a refund of the catering costs 

of the event and outline any foods the member cannot bring onto the premises 
(e.g. nuts) 
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN –  

Lead Zoe Cooper – Gippsland Region Chair 

Assists Carlin Graham – Gippsland Region Deputy Chair 
Meagan McGregor – Gippsland Region Secretary 

Cost Reimbursement of assigned catering cost 

Risks Impacted events will see a small impact in profit. 

Milestones Proposed in Octobers VRC meeting 
Taken back to regions and subcommittees for discussion  
Feedback provided before/at Novembers VRC meeting 
- If agreed: Voting paper proposed in Januarys VRC meeting.   

Outcomes Members who have difficult to accommodate dietary requirements are able to attend 
events with no additional financial burden.  

 

AMENDMENTS 

• N/A 
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SCOUTS VICTORIA 
Victorian Rover Council  
25.10.23 

 
 
 
 

Item Title VRC Policy Book Amendments 
 Information  
 Discussion 

X Decision 

Document Author Zoe Cooper - Gippsland Region Chairperson, Zac Geddes – VRC Chairman 

Strategic Alignment Governance - To review and address the structures of Victorian Rovers, to ensure the 
section remains relevant and up to date. 

Consultation Gippsland Region Rover Council Executive team, and Current Office Bearers 

Implementation 
Period 

To be discussed with Region teams, then decided upon at the next VRC meeting. 

 

 
KEY POINTS 

• The VRC Policy book has not been updated to reflect the new system, and 
other outdated terms: 

 

BACKGROUND 

• The VRC Policy book has not been updated to reflect the new system. 

• The outdated policies have created confusion and added extra work for the VRC council and Region Chairs 
teams. 

 
ACTION REQUESTED 

It is recommended that the Victorian Rover Council: 

Make the following amendments: 
1. Page 8, Baden Powell Scout Award, How the Award will be managed: 

§ Current: 
"2. All Rover Units in Victoria shall use the National Squire Training and Unit 
Membership requirements. Although the Squire training component will be 
discontinued as the New Program components are progressively rolled out. Units 
may not add to, remove from, or otherwise amend these requirements." 

§ Requested Change:  
"2. All Rover Units in Victoria shall use the Intro to Scouting/Intro to Section for 
membership onboarding. Units shall be ensuring members complete their 
mandatory membership requirements from Scouts Victoria . Units may not add 
to, remove from, or otherwise amend these requirements." 

 

2. Page 8, Baden Powell Scout Award, How the Award will be managed: 
§ Current:  

"5. The date that the Region notes the nomination for the Baden Powell Scout Award 
shall be deemed to be the date of completion of the award. The nomination must be 
received by a member of the Region Executive who is not a member of the Rover’s own 
Unit before the Rover Scout’s 26th birthday. 
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6. Region Rover Communities shall be notified of nominations for the BP Award at the 
gathering immediately following their receipt, and forward to the Branch Rover Council 
without delay." 

§ Requested Change: 
Remove from the Policy Book as current program does not require Region input.  

3. Page 8, Baden Powell Scout Award, How the Award will be managed: 
§ Request to add the following under this sub heading 

• “Region Rover Community shall notify the Victorian Rover Council when a BPSA 
has been completed” 

4. Page 17, Training, Rover Training Team – Appointments: 

§ Current: 
“Be willing to complete the PLA Course within 12 months of appointment.” 

§ Requested Change: 
Remove from the VRC Policy Book, PLA Course no longer exists.  

Page 31-51 

5. Current: 
N/A 

§ Requested Change: 
At the following statement at the bottom of the duty statements.  

“Responsibilities of office bearers’ positions that are vacant shall be assumed by the 
VRC executive”  

6. Throughout Policy 

§ Current 

The term of Chairman as a position.   

§ Change the names for these positions to Chairperson to provide gender neutral 
language. This should be altered in all mentioned of Chairman, including Deputy 
Chairman, Assistant Chairman, and including but not limited to Policy Book, Standing 
Orders, Vic Rovers Website, and more.  

7. Event Roster 

§ Current   

The Event Roster expired in 2021. 

§ Requested Change: 

Approve the attached updated event roster.  

    

 
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN –  

 

Lead Zac Geddes 
Assists Zoe Cooper, Jess Kaplan 

Cost There should be no financial costs to implement these changes 
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Risks No risks 

Milestones October: Proposed to VRC 
Region chairs take these changes back to their regions and discuss at region/unit meetings. 
November: feedback, Vote and Implement changes. 
In future, more updates and discussion will need to take place around many aspects.  

Outcomes Improved understanding of the VRC Policies, smoother elections, and nomination periods.  

 
AMENDMENTS 

• N/A 
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���� %D\V Lerderderg & Plenty Valley & Murray Midlands  

���� 0HOERXUQH 0RXQW�'DQGHQRQJ�	�*LSSVODQG  

���� /HUGHUGHUJ Bays & Melbourne & South West  

���� 3OHQW\�9DOOH\ Lerderderg & 0RXQW�'DQGHQRQJ & Murray Midlands  

���� 0W�'DQGHQRQJ Plenty Valley�	�Bays 

���� %D\V *LSSVODQG & Melbourne & South West  

���� 0HOERXUQH Lerderderg & Plenty Valley & Murray Midlands  

���� /HUGHUGHUJ 0RXQW�'DQGHQRQJ�	�*LSSVODQG  

���� 3OHQW\�9DOOH\ Bays & Melbourne & South West  

���� 0W�'DQGHQRQJ Lerderderg & Plenty Valley & Murray Midlands  

���� %D\V 0RXQW�'DQGHQRQJ�	�*LSSVODQG  

 
 
 
 



ˠˠőĆ �ƜƈƔƀãŇıãő �ŚƳČƀ iŚŚƔ
�ŽŽŇČ NƈŇČ iŚŚƔ

ˡ˟ƈƔ $ČÿČŏþČƀ ˠ˞ˠˠ́˦ƔĬ ]ãőƜãƀƺ ˠ˞ˠˡ
AƜŇƔŚő �ãƀń ¢ÿŚƜƔ �ãŏŽƈıƔČ

¯ãƈŏãőıã



�ŽŽŇČ NƈŇČ iŚŚƔ ̻Śƀ �Ni ĤŚƀ ƈĬŚƀƔ̼ ıƈ ã kãƔıŚőãŇ *ƳČőƔ þČıőĥ ĬŚƈƔČĆ þƺ �ŚƳČƀ
¢ÿŚƜƔƈ ã̄ƈŏãőıã̮ ÎČ ƴıŇŇ þČ ƴŚƀńıőĥ ƴıƔĬ ŇŚÿãŇ ÿŚŏŽãőıČƈ ãőĆ ČƹŽČƀƔƈ ƔŚ ŽƀŚƳıĆČ
ƔĬČ þČƈƔ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ ĤŚƀ ŽãƀƔıÿıŽãőƔƈ ãőĆ ƈƔãǉ̮ �Ni ƴıŇŇ ĬãƳČ ã ĥƀČãƔ ĤŚÿƜƈ Śő ƔĬČ
ŚƜƔĆŚŚƀƈ ãőĆ ƜőıſƜČŇƺ ã̄ƈŏãőıãő ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČƈ̩ ıőÿŇƜĆıőĥ ŚƜƀ ĬıƈƔŚƀƺ̩ ÿƜŇƔƜƀČ̩ ĤŚŚĆ
ãőĆ Ćƀıőń̩ ĤãƜőã̩ ãőĆ ǍŚƀã̮ ÎČ ãŇƈŚ ƴãőƔ ƔŚ ĬãƳČ ã ŽŚƈıƔıƳČ ıŏŽãÿƔ Śő ƔĬČ ƈÿŚƜƔıőĥ
ãőĆ ŇŚÿãŇ ÿŚŏŏƜőıƔƺ̩ ãıŏıőĥ ƔŚ þČ ã ƴãƈƔČ́ÿŚőƈÿıŚƜƈ ČƳČőƔ ƴıƔĬ ã ĬČãƳƺ ĤŚÿƜƈ
Śő ŇŚÿãŇ ƔãŇČőƔ ãőĆ ŽƀŚĆƜÿƔƈ̮ ¯ĬČ iŚŚƔ ƴıŇŇ ÿŚőƈıƈƔ ŚĤ ãő ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŽĬãƈČ ãőĆ
ŚőƈıƔČ ŽĬãƈČ̮ AŚƀ ƔĬČ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŽĬãƈČ ŽãƀƔıÿıŽãőƔƈ ÿĬŚŚƈČ ĤƀŚŏ ã ƀãőĥČ ŚĤ ƔƀıŽƈ
ƔŚ ŚƔĬČƀ ŽãƀƔƈ ŚĤ ã̄ƈŏãőıã̩ ƔĬãƔ ƴıŇŇ ÿČőƔƀČ ãƀŚƜőĆ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀŚƜƈ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ãőĆ
ÿƜŇƔƜƀãŇ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČƈ̩ ãőĆ ıőÿŇƜĆČ ã ƈČƀƳıÿČ ŽƀŚŁČÿƔ̮ ¯ĬČ ŚőƈıƔČ ŽĬãƈČ ƴıŇŇ þČ ĬČŇĆ
ãƔ AƜŇƔŚő �ãƀń ıő AŚƀƔĬ̩ ãőĆ ƴıŇŇ ĬãƳČ ãŇŇ ŽãƀƔıÿıŽãőƔƈ ıő ƔĬČ ƈãŏČ ŽŇãÿČ̩ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ
ŚŽƔıŚőƈ ŚĤ ĬãŇĤ́Ćãƺ ƔƀıŽƈ ČƹŽŇŚƀıőĥ ƔĬČ ŇŚÿãŇ ãƀČã ãőĆ ã ƴıĆČ ƀãőĥČ ŚĤ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀŚƜƈ
ŚőƈıƔČ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ̩ ãƈ ƴČŇŇ ãƈ ČőƔČƀƔãıőŏČőƔ ıő ƔĬČ ČƳČőıőĥƈ̮

�Ni ƴãƈ ĬČŇĆ ãƔ ƔĬČ AƜŇƔŚő �ãƀń ¢ÿŚƜƔ ÿãŏŽ ıő AŚƀƔĬ̩ ã̄ƈŏãőıã̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ŇŚÿãƔıŚő
ƴãƈ ÿĬŚƈČő ĤŚƀ ŏƜŇƔıŽŇČ ƀČãƈŚőƈ̮ AıƀƈƔŇƺ ıƔ ƴãƈ ıŏŽŚƀƔãőƔ ƔŚ Ɯƈ ƔŚ ƜƔıŇıƈČ ã ƈÿŚƜƔ
ŽƀŚŽČƀƔƺ ıĤ ŽŚƈƈıþŇČ ƔŚ þČőČǌƔ ƈÿŚƜƔıőĥ ãƈ ŏƜÿĬ ãƈ ŽŚƈƈıþŇČ̮ ¢ČÿŚőĆŇƺ̩ ƔĬČ Žãƀń ıƈ
ÿŇŚƈČ ƔŚ ƔĬČ ¢ŽıƀıƔ ŚĤ ã̄ƈŏãőıã̩ ŏãńıőĥ ıƔ Čãƈƺ ĤŚƀ ŽČŚŽŇČ ƔŚ ĆƀıƳČ ƔŚ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ̮
¯ĬČƀČ ıƈ ãŇƀČãĆƺ þãƈıÿ ıőĤƀãƈƔƀƜÿƔƜƀČ Śő ƈıƔČ ãőĆ ƔĬČƺ ĬãĆ ĬČŇĆ ŇãƀĥČ ČƳČőƔƈ ŽƀıŚƀ
ƔŚ �Ni̮

� ŏƜŇƔıƔƜĆČ ŚĤ ƈıƔČƈ ƴČƀČ ƈƜĥĥČƈƔČĆ ãƈ ŽŚƔČőƔıãŇ ŇŚÿãƔıŚőƈ ıő ã þƀãıőƈƔŚƀŏıőĥ
ƈČƈƈıŚő ãƔ ŚőČ ŚĤ ŚƜƀ ıőıƔıãŇ ƈƔãƔČ ƴŚƀńƈĬŚŽƈ̮ AƀŚŏ ĬČƀČ̩ ŏČŏþČƀƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ
ŽƀČŇıŏıőãƀƺ ÿŚŏŏıƔƔČČ ƀČƈČãƀÿĬČĆ ƈıƔČƈ ƔŚ ĆČƳČŇŚŽ ãő ıőıƔıãŇ ŽƀŚƈ ãőĆ ÿŚőƈ ŇıƈƔ̮
¯Ĭıƈ ãƈƈıƈƔČĆ Ɯƈ ƔŚ ƀƜŇČ ŚƜƔ ƈŚŏČ ƈıƔČƈ̩ ãőĆ ĆČƔČƀŏıőČ ƈŽČÿıǌÿ ŇŚÿãƔıŚőƈ ƔŚ ŇŚŚń
ĤƜƀƔĬČƀ ıőƔŚ̮ AƀŚŏ ĬČƀČ ƴČ ƜƈČĆ ƔĬČ ƈıƔČ ƈČŇČÿƔıŚő ƔŚŚŇ ƔŚ ĤƜƀƔĬČƀ ıőƳČƈƔıĥãƔČ ƔĬČƈČ
ƈıƔČƈ̮ AƜŇƔŚő �ãƀń ƴãƈ ƔĬČ ıĆČãŇ ƈıƔČ ĤŚƀ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ ĆƜČ ƔŚ ƔĬČ ƀČãƈŚőƈ ãþŚƳČ̮
�ƀČƳıŚƜƈ őãƔıŚőãŇ ŏãŁŚƀ ČƳČőƔƈ ıő ã̄ƈŏãőıã ĬãĆ þČČő ĬČŇĆ ãƔ aãńČ �ãƀƀıőĥƔŚő̩
BŚƴƀıČ �ãƀń ãőĆ �ƜČƀÿƜƈ �ãƀń̮ BŚƴƀıČ �ãƀń Ĭãƈ ÿĬãőĥČĆ ƈıĥőıǌÿãőƔŇƺ ƈıőÿČ ƔĬČ
ǌƀƈƔ ã̄ƈƈıČ iŚŚƔ ãőĆ ƴŚƜŇĆ őŚƔ þČ ãþŇČ ƔŚ ĬŚŇĆ ƔĬČ ČƳČőƔ ƔĬıƈ ƔıŏČ ãƀŚƜőĆ̮ aãńČ
�ãƀƀıőĥƔŚő Ĭãƈ ƳČƀƺ ŏıőıŏãŇ ıőĤƀãƈƔƀƜÿƔƜƀČ ãőĆ ıƈ Ĥãƀ ãƴãƺ ĤƀŚŏ ãŇŇ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ãőĆ
ãőƺ ƔŚƴőƈ ČƔÿ̮ �ƜČƀÿƜƈ Žãƀń ƴãƈ ƈƔƀŚőĥŇƺ ÿŚőƈıĆČƀČĆ ãƈ ã ŇŚÿãƔıŚő̩ ãőĆ ƔĬČƀČ
ƴŚƜŇĆ ŚőŇƺ þČ ˟ ƺČãƀ ŚĤ ŚƳČƀŇãŽ ĤŚƀ ŽãƀƔıÿıŽãőƔ ãĥČƈ ĤƀŚŏ �Ni ãőĆ ÎıŇĆ $ãƺǄ ̻ˠ˞˟ˠ
ÍČőƔƜƀČ ĬČŇĆ ãƔ �ƜČƀÿƜƈ �ãƀń̼̮ ¯ĬČ ƜŇƔıŏãƔČ ƀČãƈŚő ĤŚƀ ÿĬŚŚƈıőĥ AƜŇƔŚő ŚƳČƀ
�ƜČƀÿƜƈ ƴãƈ ƔĬČ þČőČǌƔ ƔŚ ã̄ƈŏãőıãő ¢ÿŚƜƔıőḫ̂

�Ni ƴãƈ ƀƜő ĤƀŚŏ ˡ˟ƈƔ $ČÿČŏþČƀ ˠ˞ˠˠ ƔŚ ˦ƔĬ ]ãőƜãƀƺ ˠ˞ˠˡ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ ÿŇŚƈıőĥ
ÿČƀČŏŚőƺ Śő ƔĬČ őıĥĬƔ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ˥ƔĬ̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ƈĬŚƀƔČƀ ĤŚƀŏãƔ ƴãƈ ÿĬŚƈČő ıő ČãƀŇƺ ˠ˞ˠ˟
ĆƜČ ƔŚ ƔĬČ �ŚƳıĆ́˟˧ ŽãőĆČŏıÿ̮ ¯ƴŚ ƴŚƀńƈĬŚŽƈ ƴČƀČ ĬČŇĆ ãƔ ƔĬČ ˠ˞ˠ˟ k��

�



ÿŚőĤČƀČőÿČ ƔŚ ĆČƔČƀŏıőČ ĬŚƴ �Ni ÿŚƜŇĆ ƀƜő ıő ƔĬČ ĤãÿČ ŚĤ ã ƴŚƀŇĆƴıĆČ ŽãőĆČŏıÿ̮
NƔ ƴãƈ ãĥƀČČĆ þČƔƴČČő ãŇŇ ƴŚƀńƈĬŚŽ ãƔƔČőĆČČƈ ƔĬãƔ ã ÿĬČãŽČƀ ČƳČőƔ ƴŚƜŇĆ ŏãńČ
ıƔ ŏŚƀČ ãÿÿČƈƈıþŇČ ƔŚ �ŚƳČƀƈ̩ ŽãƀƔıÿƜŇãƀŇƺ ãƈ ƔĬČ ˟˦ ́ ˠˣ ƺČãƀ ŚŇĆ ãĥČ ĥƀŚƜŽ ƴãƈ
ƈČƳČƀČŇƺ ǌőãőÿıãŇŇƺ ıŏŽãÿƔČĆ þƺ ƔĬČ ŽãőĆČŏıÿ̮ ¯ĬČ ČãƈıČƈƔ ƴãƺ ƔŚ ĆČÿƀČãƈČ ƔĬČ
ÿŚƈƔ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ČƳČőƔ ƴãƈ ƔŚ ĆČÿƀČãƈČ ƔĬČ ŚƳČƀãŇŇ ŇČőĥƔĬ̮
NƔ ƴãƈ ãŇƈŚ ãĥƀČČĆ þƺ ãŇŇ ƴŚƀńƈĬŚŽ ãƔƔČőĆČČƈ ƔĬãƔ ƔĬıƈ ÿĬãőĥČ ƈĬŚƜŇĆ ĬãŽŽČő ãƔ
ƔĬČ ÿŚƈƔ ŚĤ ƔĬČ Śő́ƈıƔČ ŽŚƀƔıŚő ŚĤ ƔĬČ ČƳČőƔ̩ þƜƔ ƔĬãƔ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚőƈ ƈĬŚƜŇĆ ƀČŏãıő ĤƜŇŇ
ŇČőĥƔĬ ãƈ ƔĬČƺ ãƀČ ƔĬČ þıĥĥČƈƔ ĆƀãƴÿãƀĆ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ČƳČőƔ̮ ¯ĬČ ŏãıő ĤãÿƔŚƀ ãĤƔČƀ ƔĬıƈ ıő
ĆČÿıĆıőĥ ƔĬČ ČƹãÿƔ ƈƔƀƜÿƔƜƀČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ČƳČőƔ ƴãƈ ƔĬãƔ þƺ ƈĬãƳıőĥ ã Ćãƺ Śǉ ČãÿĬ ČőĆ
ŚĤ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ ŚƜƀ ČƳČőƔ ƴŚƜŇĆ ǌƔ ƴıƔĬıő ŚőČ ƴŚƀńıőĥ ƴČČń ̻¢ãƔƜƀĆãƺ ƔŚ ƔĬČ
ĤŚŇŇŚƴıőĥ ¢ƜőĆãƺ̼̮
¯Ĭıƈ ŏČãőƔ ŚƜƀ ƈƔƀƜÿƔƜƀČ þČÿãŏČ ˟ őıĥĬƔ Śő ̻kÔ* �ãƀƔƺ̼̩ ˢ őıĥĬƔƈ Śǉ́ƈıƔČ Śő
ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚőƈ̩ ãőĆ ˡ őıĥĬƔƈ þãÿń Śő́ƈıƔČ̮

ÎČ ĬČŇĆ ã ƀãőĥČ ŚĤ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ÿãƔČƀıőĥ ƔŚ ã ƳãƀıČƔƺ ŚĤ ĆıǉČƀČőƔ őČČĆƈ ãőĆ ãþıŇıƔıČƈ
ãőĆ ãŇƈŚ ƴŚƀńıőĥ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ ıőĆıƳıĆƜãŇƈ ƔŚ ČőƈƜƀČ ƔĬČƺ ĬãĆ ƔĬČ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ ŚĤ ƔĬČıƀ
ŇıĤČƔıŏČ̮ tő ƔŚŽ ŚĤ ŚƜƀ �ƀãőÿĬ �ÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ƔČãŏ̩ ŚƜƀ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ƔČãŏ ƴŚƀńČĆ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ
¢$B͌ƈ ƔČãŏ ãƈ ƴČŇŇ ãƈ �ãıƔŇıő �ƀÿƜƈ ĤƀŚŏÎČƈƔČƀő �ƜƈƔƀãŇıã ãƈ ƔĬČ �� ƺŚƜƔĬ
�ƀŚĥƀãŏÎ�̩ ƔŚ ČőƈƜƀČ ŚƜƀ ƀãőĥČ ŚĤ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ƴãƈ ãÿÿČƈƈıþŇČ ãőĆ ıőÿŇƜĆČĆ
ãƈŽČÿƔƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ãƴãƀĆ ƈÿĬČŏČ̮ ÎČ ƴČƀČ ãþŇČ ƔŚ ŚǉČƀ ŏãőƺ ĆıǉČƀČőƔ Ɣƀãıőıőĥ
ÿŚƜƀƈČƈ ƔŚ ŽãƀƔıÿıŽãőƔƈ ãőĆ ŽƀŚĥƀČƈƈıŚőƈ ıő ƔĬČ ãƴãƀĆ ƈÿĬČŏČ̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ƴãƈ ƴČŇŇ
ƀČÿČıƳČĆ þƺ ŽãƀƔıÿıŽãőƔƈ ãőĆ ƴãƈ ãő Čãƈƺ ƴãƺ ƔŚ ıőÿŚƀŽŚƀãƔČ ƔĬČ ƺŚƜƔĬ ŽƀŚĥƀãŏ
ıőƔŚ ƔĬČ ČƳČőƔ̮

�ŇŇ þƜƔ ˣ ŚĤ ŚƜƀ ˟˧ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚőƈ ƴČƀČ ƀƜő þƺ ŽČŚŽŇČ ƜőĆČƀ ƔĬČ ãĥČ ŚĤ ˡ˞ ƴıƔĬ ƈŚŏČ
ŚĤ ƔĬŚƈČ ŽČŚŽŇČ ƈƔıŇŇ þČıőĥ ãÿƔıƳČ �ŚƳČƀƈ̮ �ƺ ĬãƳıőĥ ƺŚƜőĥČƀ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŇČãĆČƀƈ ıƔ
ãŇŇŚƴČĆ ŚƜƀ ŽãƀƔıÿıŽãőƔƈ ƔŚ ĬãƳČ ã þČƔƔČƀ ÿŚőőČÿƔıŚő ƔŚ ƔĬČŏ ãőĆ ŚƳČƀãŇŇ ãŇŇŚƴČĆ
ĤŚƀ ã þČƔƔČƀ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ̮ NƔ ãŇƈŚ ãŇŇŚƴČĆ ƔĬČ ŚƀĥãőıƈãƔıŚő ƔŚ ƀƜő ƈŏŚŚƔĬŇƺ ãƈ ƔĬČƺ
ĬãĆ ã þČƔƔČƀ ƜőĆČƀƈƔãőĆıőĥ ŚĤ �ŚƳČƀƈ ãőĆ ƔĬČƀČ ƴãƈ ã ĥƀČãƔČƀ ŏƜƔƜãŇ ƀČƈŽČÿƔ
þČƔƴČČő ƔĬČ *ƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŇČãĆČƀƈ ãőĆ *ƹŽČĆıƔıŚő iãőãĥČƀ̮
¯ĬČ þıĥĥČƈƔ ÿĬãŇŇČőĥČ ƴãƈ ÿŚŏŏƜőıÿãƔıŚő þČƔƴČČő ƔĬČ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŏãőãĥČƀ ãőĆ
ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŇČãĆČƀƈ̮ ÎČ ƴČƀČ ãþŇČ ƔŚ ıĆČőƔıĤƺ ƈŚŏČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ŏãıő ƀČãƈŚőƈ ƔĬãƔ
ıŏŽãÿƔČĆ ƔĬãƔ ĥƀČãƔŇƺ ãőĆ ƔĬČƈČ ƴČƀČ ƔĬČ Ňãÿń ŚĤ ƀČƈŽČÿƔ ĤŚƀ ƺŚƜƔĬ ŏČŏþČƀƈ ıő
ŽŚƈıƔıŚőƈ ŚĤ ŇČãĆČƀƈĬıŽ̩ ÿŚőƈƔãőƔŇƺ ÿĬãőĥıőĥ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŇČãĆČƀƈ ãőĆ ŚƳČƀãŇŇ þƜƈƺ
ŇıƳČƈ̮ ÎĬıŇČ ŚĤ ÿŚƜƀƈČ ƔĬČ ŇãƈƔ ŚőČ ıƈő̲Ɣ ãþŇČ ƔŚ þČ ãĆŁƜƈƔČĆ ƔŚ ŏƜÿĬ ƴČ ĤŚƜőĆ
ƈŚŏČ ƴãƺƈ ƔŚ ƴŚƀń ãƀŚƜőĆ ƔĬČ ŚƔĬČƀ ÿĬãŇŇČőĥČƈ̮ ¢ŚŏČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ƴãƺƈ ãƀŚƜőĆ ƔĬıƈ
ƴãƈ ĬãƳıőĥ ŏČČƔıőĥƈ ƴıƔĬ ˠ́ˡ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŇČãĆČƀƈ ãƔ ŚőÿČ ıőƈƔČãĆ ŚĤ ãŇŇ ƔŚĥČƔĬČƀ̩
ƴĬıŇČ ƔĬıƈ ıƈ ŏŚƀČ ƴŚƀń ĤŚƀ ƔĬČ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŏãőãĥČƀ ıƔ ãŇŇŚƴČĆ ŏŚƀČ
ÿŚŏŏƜőıÿãƔıŚő ƔŚ ĬãŽŽČő ıő ã ŏŚƀČ ƀČƈŽČÿƔĤƜŇ ŏãőőČƀ̮ NƔ ıƈ ãŇƈŚ ƳıƔãŇ ƔŚ ǌŇŇ ƔĬČ
ŽŚƈıƔıŚőƈ ãƈ ČãƀŇƺ ãƈ ŽŚƈƈıþŇČ ãőĆ ČőƈƜƀČ ƔĬČƀČ ıƈ ã ƴČŇŇ ĆČƳČŇŚŽČĆ ŽŇãő Śƀ ãő
ãƈƈıƈƔãőƔ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŇČãĆČƀ̮ NőÿŚƀŽŚƀãƔıőĥ ƔĬČ ÔŚƜƔĬ �ƀŚĥƀãŏ ıőƔŚ ƔĬČ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚőƈ

�



ƴãƈ ã ĥƀČãƔ ƈƜÿÿČƈƈ ãőĆ ãŇŇŚƴČĆ ŽČŚŽŇČ ƴĬŚ ŽãƀƔıÿıŽãƔČĆ ƔŚ ÿŚŏŽŇČƔČ
ŽƀŚĥƀČƈƈıŚőƈ̮ NĤ ƔĬČƀČ ãƀČ ƴãƺƈ ƔŚ ıőÿŚƀŽŚƀãƔČ ƔĬıƈ ıő ƔĬČ ĤƜƔƜƀČ ƴČ ƴŚƜŇĆ ĆČǌőıƔČŇƺ
ČőÿŚƜƀãĥČ ĤƜƔƜƀČ ŏŚŚƔƈ ƔŚ ıőÿŇƜĆČ ƔĬıƈ̮
aıƈƔ ŚĤ *ƹŽČĆıƔıŚőƈ̨

Ɣ ¯ĬƀČČ ĬıńČ ãőĆ ƺŚƜ̲ƀČ ŚƜƔ
¢ãƔıƈĤƺ ƺŚƜƀ ĬƜőĥČƀ ĤŚƀ ƔĬČ ƴıŇĆƈ ãƈ ƴČ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ã̄ƈŏãőıã̲ƈ ŽƀıƈƔıőČ
ƴıŇĆČƀőČƈƈ Śő ƔĬıƈ ƀƜĥĥČĆ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő̮ �ãƀƀƺıőĥ ČƳČƀƺƔĬıőĥ ƴıƔĬ ƺŚƜ̩ ƴČ ƴıŇŇ
ĬıńČ ãŇŚőĥ ŚƜƀ ŽãƔĬ ãőĆ ƈŇČČŽ ƜőĆČƀ ã þŇãőńČƔ ŚĤ ƈƔãƀƈ ČãÿĬ őıĥĬƔ̮ ¯ĬƀČČ
ƈČŽãƀãƔČ̩ ČſƜãŇŇƺ ƈƔƜőőıőĥ ĬıńČƈ ƀãőĥıőĥ ĤƀŚŏ ã ŇıƔČƀãŇ ƴãŇń ıő ã őãƔıŚőãŇ
Žãƀń ƔŚ ã ÿĬãŇŇČőĥıőĥ Śǉ Ɣƀãÿń őãƳıĥãƔıŚőãŇ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ ƴıŇŇ ÿãƔČƀ ƔŚ ã
ƳãƀıČƔƺ ŚĤ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ ãőĆ ǌƔőČƈƈ ŇČƳČŇƈ̮

Ɣ �ƜĥĥČĆ Ó
�Č ŽƀČŽãƀČĆ ƔŚ ıŏŏČƀƈČ ƺŚƜƀƈČŇĤ ıő ƔĬČ ƀƜĥĥČĆőČƈƈ ŚĤ ã̄ƈŏãőıã̮ *őĥãĥČ
ƺŚƜƀ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀŚƜƈ ƈıĆČ ãőĆ ÿŚŏČ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ ƴıŇĆ ÿãőƺŚőƈ̩ ƔČƈƔ ƺŚƜƀ ƈńıŇŇƈ
őãƳıĥãƔıőĥ ƺŚƜƀ ƴãƺ ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬ ÿãƳČƈ ãőĆ ƔƀãƳČƀƈıőĥ ĆŚƴő ƈƔČČŽ ÿŇıǉƈ̩ ãŇŇ
ƴĬıŇČ ãĆƳãőÿıőĥ ƺŚƜƀ t�¢ ÍČƀƔıÿãŇ ƈńıŇŇƈ̮ �ČƔƜƀő ƔŚ ĬŚŏČ þãƈČ ČãÿĬ őıĥĬƔ
ƔŚ ƀČŇãƹ ãőĆ ƀČÿĬãƀĥČ þČĤŚƀČ ĬČãĆıőĥ Śǉ Śő ãőŚƔĬČƀ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀČ ƔŚŏŚƀƀŚƴ̫

Ɣ ÎČƈƔ ÿŚãƈƔ *ƹŽŇŚƀČƀƈ
�ŚŏČ ãőĆ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ƔĬČ ƴıŇĆ ƴČƈƔ ÿŚãƈƔ ŚĤ ã̄ƈƈıČ̮ ÎČ̲ŇŇ þČ ƈŽČőĆıőĥ ˣ Ćãƺƈ
ƔƀãƳČŇŇıőĥ ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬ ƔĬČ BŚőĆƴãőãő ƀãıőĤŚƀČƈƔ þƺ þŚãƔ ãőĆ ƀãıŇ̩ ƔƀãƳČŇŇıőĥ
ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬ ƔĬČ ĬČãƀƔ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ã̄ƈŏãőıãő ÎıŇĆČƀőČƈƈ ÎŚƀŇĆ IČƀıƔãĥČ �ƀČã ƔŚ
ƈŚŏČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ŏŚƈƔ ƀČŏŚƔČ ŽãƀƔƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ƈƔãƔČ̮ �ĬČÿń ŚƜƔ ƴĬãƔ ¢ƔƀãĬãő ãőĆ
�ƜČČƈőƔŚƴő ĬãƳČ Śő ŚǉČƀ̩ ǌőĆ ŚƜƔ ĬŚƴ ƔĬČ ČãƀŇƺ ƈČƔƔŇČƀƈ ŇıƳČĆ Śő ã̄ƈƈıČ̲ƈ
ÎČƈƔ �ŚãƈƔ̩ ÿãƔÿĬ ã ĥŇıŏŽƈČ ŚĤ ã ŽŇãƔƺŽƜƈ ãƔ aãńČ ¢Ɣ �Ňãıƀ̩ �þƈČıŇ ƔĬČ
BŚƀĆŚő $ãŏ̩ ãőĆ ƔãńČ ıő ƔĬČ ƔĬČ ĬČãƀƔ ŚĤ ƔĬČ �ČőƔƀãŇ IıĥĬŇãőĆƈ Śő ƔĬČ ƴãƺ
ĬŚŏČ̮ ÎĬıŇƈƔ Śő ƔĬıƈ ŁŚƜƀőČƺ ƴČ̲ŇŇ þČ ƈãŏŽŇıőĥ ƈŚŏČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ĥƀČãƔ ĤŚŚĆ
ã̄ƈƈıČ Ĭãƈ Śő ŚǉČƀ̩ ƴĬıŇƈƔ ĥČƔƔıőĥ ŚƜƔ ãőĆ ãþŚƜƔ ãŇŚőĥ ƔĬČ ÎČƈƔ �ŚãƈƔ ãőĆ
�ČőƔƀãŇ IıĥĬŇãőĆƈ̮

Ɣ iŚƜőƔãıő �ıńıőĥ ŏıƈÿĬıČĤ
ã̄ƈŏãőıã ıƈ Śő ČƳČƀƺ ŏŚƜőƔãıő þıńČƀ͌ƈ þƜÿńČƔ ŇıƈƔ̩ ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ƈƔƜőőıőĥ ƳıČƴƈ
ĤƀŚŏ IŚþãƀƔ͌ƈ ƔƀãıŇƈ̩ ƔĬČ ĬıƈƔŚƀƺ ãƀŚƜőĆ ÎıŇĆ iČƀƈČƺ ãőĆ ŚĤ ÿŚƜƀƈČ̩ ƔĬČ ĬČƀŚ
ĆıƀƔ ãőĆ *Î¢ ĤãŏČ ŚĤ �ŇƜČ $Čƀþƺ̩ ã̄ƈƈıČ͌ƈ ƴŚƀŇĆ ÿŇãƈƈ ƔƀãıŇƈ ãƴãıƔ̫
ÎĬČƔĬČƀ ƺŚƜ͌ƀČ ãő ČőĆƜƀŚ ÿĬãŏŽ̩ Ňƺÿƀã ƴãƀƀıŚƀ Śƀ ÿŚŏŏƜƔČƀ ÿƀƜıƈČƀ̩ ƔĬČƀČ
ıƈ ƈŚŏČƔĬıőĥ ĤŚƀ ČƳČƀƺŚőČ ãƈ ƴČ ŽƀŚƳıĆČ ÿŚãÿĬıőĥ ãőĆ Ɣƀãıőıőĥ ƔŚ ıŏŽƀŚƳČ
ƺŚƜƀ ƈńıŇŇƈ ãőĆ ÿŚőǌĆČőÿČ̮ ÎČ͌ŇŇ þČ ƈƔČãĆıŇƺ ƀãıƈıőĥ ƔĬČ ÿĬãŇŇČőĥČ ŚƳČƀ ƔĬČ
ƴČČń̩ ĬČŇŽıőĥ ƺŚƜ ƔãÿńŇČ ƔƀãıŇƈ ãőĆ ŚþƈƔãÿŇČƈ ƺŚƜ ĆıĆő͌Ɣ ƔĬıőń ƺŚƜ ÿŚƜŇĆ̫ ¢Ś
ÿŚŏČ ãŇŚőĥ ĤŚƀ ƈŚŏČ ƔƴŚ ƴĬČČŇČĆ ĤƜő̫
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Ɣ *ƹŽŇŚƀČ kıŽãŇƜőã
IŚƴ ŏãőƺ ÿãŽıƔãŇ ÿıƔıČƈ ĬãƳČ ƔĬČ őãƔıŚő͌ƈ ŚŇĆČƈƔ ÿãƈıőŚ̩ ã ŽŚƀƔ̩ ã ŏŚƜőƔãıő̩
ãőĆ ã ĥãƔČƴãƺ ƔŚ �őƔãƀÿƔıÿã̯ ¯ĬČ ŚőČ ãőĆ ŚőŇƺ IŚþãƀƔ ıőƳıƔČƈ ƺŚƜ ƔŚ
ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ƔĬČ ÿıƔƺ ƈČÿƀČƔƈ̩ ƔĬČ ÿƜŇƔƜƀČ̩ ãőĆ ƔĬČ ƈıĥĬƔƈ̮
¯ĬČ ƈČÿŚőĆ ŚŇĆČƈƔ ÿãŽıƔãŇ ÿıƔƺ ıő �ƜƈƔƀãŇıã̩ IŚþãƀƔ ıƈ ŽƀŚŚĤ ƔĬãƔ ĥƀČãƔ ƔĬıőĥƈ
ÿŚŏČ ıő ƈŏãŇŇ ŽãÿńãĥČƈ̮ ¯ĬČ ĬıƈƔŚƀıÿ ÿıƔƺ ƈıƔƈ ãƔ ƔĬČ ĤŚŚƔĬıŇŇƈ ŚĤ ńƜőãőƺı̴iƔ
ÎČŇŇıőĥƔŚő ƴĬČƀČ ƔĬČƀČ͌ƈ ŇŚƔƈ ƔŚ ĆıƈÿŚƳČƀ þŚƔĬ ƴıƔĬıő IŚþãƀƔ ãőĆ ƔĬČ
ƈƜƀƀŚƜőĆıőĥ ãƀČã̮ AƀŚŏÎŚƀŇĆ IČƀıƔãĥČ ÿŚőƳıÿƔ ƈıƔČƈ ƔŚ ã þƜƈƔŇıőĥ
ƴãƔČƀĤƀŚőƔ ŽƀČÿıőÿƔ̳ IŚþãƀƔ ıƈ ĆŚƔƔČĆ ƴıƔĬ ĥãŇŇČƀıČƈ̩ ĆıƈƔıŇŇČƀıČƈ̩ ŏãƀńČƔƈ ãőĆ
ƀČƈƔãƜƀãőƔƈ̮ �ƜƔ ĆŚő͌Ɣ þČ ĤŚŚŇČĆ þƺ IŚþãƀƔ͌ƈ ſƜıČƔ ƈıĆČ̩ ƔĬıƈ ƜőıſƜČ ÿıƔƺ ıƈ
ĬŚŏČ ƔŚ ŚőČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ƴŚƀŇĆ͌ƈ ŏŚƈƔ ÿŚőĤƀŚőƔıőĥ ãőĆ ČƹÿıƔıőĥ ÿŚŇŇČÿƔıŚőƈ ŚĤ
ŏŚĆČƀő ãƀƔ ãƔ itk�̮ �ŚŏČ ŁŚıő ƈŚŏČ Čƹ́ŏãıőŇãőĆČƀƈ ƴĬŚ ŚőÿČ ÿãŇŇČĆ
ã̄ƈƈıČ ĬŚŏČ ãƈ ƴČ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ őŚƔ ŚőŇƺ �ƜƈƔƀãŇıã͌ƈ ŏŚƈƔ ƈŚƜƔĬČƀő ƈƔãƔČ ÿãŽıƔãŇ̩
þƜƔ ƔĬČ IƜŚő ÍãŇŇČƺ̩ ƔĬČ ã̄ƈŏãő �ČőıőƈƜŇã̩ ƔĬČ �ŚãŇ ÍãŇŇČƺ ãőĆ þČƺŚőĆ̮
ÎČ͌ŇŇ þČ ƈČČıőĥ ãŇŇ ƔĬČ ÿŇãƈƈıÿƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ¢ŚƜƔĬ ıőÿŇƜĆıőĥ �ŚƀƔ �ƀƔĬƜƀ̩ ãőĆ
itk�̩ ãƈ ƴČŇŇ ãƈ ŚƜƀ Ĥãıƀ ƈĬãƀČ ŚĤ ČãƔıőĥ ãőĆ Ćƀıőńıőĥ ĤƀŚŏ þČČƀ ãőĆ ÿıĆČƀ
ƔŚ ƴĬıƈńČƺ ãőĆ ƴıőČ̮

Ɣ ]ãÿń ãőĆ ]ıŇŇ ƴČőƔ ƜŽ ã ĬıŇŇ
�ãƈČĆ ãƔ ƔĬČ ƴŚƀŇĆ ƀČőŚƴőČĆ �ƀãĆŇČ iŚƜőƔãıő kãƔıŚőãŇ �ãƀń̩ ƺŚƜ ƴıŇŇ
ƈŽČőĆ ƔĬČ őıĥĬƔƈ ıő ¯ĬČ ¢ÿŚƜƔ IƜƔ ãőĆ ƔĬČ Ćãƺƈ ČƹŽŇŚƀıőĥ ƔĬČ ãƀČã̮ �ƀãĆŇČ
iŚƜőƔãıő ıƈ ĬŚŏČ ƔŚ ãő ãþƜőĆãőÿČ ŚĤ ƴıŇĆŇıĤČ ãőĆ ıĤ ƺŚƜ ãƀČ ŇƜÿńƺ ƺŚƜ
ŏıĥĬƔ ŁƜƈƔ ĥČƔ ƔŚ ƈČČ ã ã̄ƈŏãőıãő $ČƳıŇ̩ ÎŚŏþãƔ̩ �ŇãƔƺŽƜƈ̩ �ƜŚŇŇƈ ãőĆ
*ÿĬıĆőãƈ̮ *ƹŽŇŚƀČ ƔĬČ ĆıƳČƀƈČ ŇãőĆƈÿãŽČƈ ŚĤ ãőÿıČőƔ ƀãıőĤŚƀČƈƔ̩ ãŇŽıőČ
ŏŚŚƀŇãőĆƈ̩ ĥŇãÿıãŇ ŇãńČƈ ãőĆ ŏãƺþČ ČƳČő ƈőŚƴƺ ŽČãńƈ̩ ãƈ ƴČŇŇ ãƈ ƔĬČ ƀıÿĬ
ĬıƈƔŚƀƺ ŚĤ �ƀãĆŇČ iŚƜőƔãıő ãőĆ ƈƜƀƀŚƜőĆƈ̮ tƳČƀ ƔĬČ ˣ Ćãƺƈ ƺŚƜ ƴıŇŇ ĬãƳČ
ƔĬČ ŚŽŽŚƀƔƜőıƔƺ ƔŚ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ƔĬČ ãƀČã ãőĆ ĆıƈÿŚƳČƀ ƔĬČ þČãƜƔƺ ŚĤ ã̄ƈŏãőıã̲ƈ
ÎŚƀŇĆ ĬČƀıƔãĥČ ãƀČã̮

Ɣ *ãƀő ƺŚƜƀ ¯ıĥČƀ ¢ƔƀıŽČƈ
$Ś ƺŚƜ �Ni ƔŚ ŚþƔãıő ƺŚƜƀ ��$N tŽČő ÎãƔČƀ �ƜãŇıǌÿãƔıŚő ̻ÍãŇıĆ ƴŚƀŇĆ
ƴıĆČ̼̯ ¢ƔãƀƔıőĥ ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ƈĬŚƀČ Śƀ ã þŚãƔ̩ ƺŚƜ͌ŇŇ ĆıƳČ ıőƔŚ ãő ČƹÿıƔıőĥ
ČƹŽŇŚƀãƔıŚő ŚĤ ƔĬČ ƴãƔČƀƈ ƈƜƀƀŚƜőĆıőĥ ƔĬČ *ãĥŇČIãƴń kČÿń ãƀČã̮ ¢ĬãƀČ
ƺŚƜƀ ĆıƳČ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ *ãƈƔ �ŚãƈƔ͌ƈ ĤƀıČőĆŇƺ ĆŚŇŽĬıőƈ ãőĆ ƈČãŇƈ̩ ãŇŇ ƴĬıŇČ
ŇČãƀőıőĥ ČƳČƀƺƔĬıőĥ ƔĬČƀČ ıƈ ƔŚ ńőŚƴ ãþŚƜƔ ¢�¶�� $ıƳıőḫ̂

Ɣ $ıƳıőĥ ĆČƳıŇƈ
$Ś ƺŚƜ ĬŚŇĆ ã ĆıƳıőĥ ſƜãŇıǌÿãƔıŚő ãőĆ ãƀČ ČƹÿıƔČĆ ƔŚ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ƔĬČ þČƈƔ
¢�¶�� ĆıƳıőĥ ıő ¢ŚƜƔĬČƀő �ƜƈƔƀãŇıã̯ ÎČŇŇ ƔĬıƈ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ıƈ ÿãŇŇıőĥ ƺŚƜƀ
őãŏČ̫ ÔŚƜ ƴıŇŇ ĆıƳČ ƔĬČ þČãƜƔıĤƜŇ ƴãƔČƀƈ ŚĤ ČãƈƔČƀő ã̄ƈŏãőıã̩ ŽŇãƺ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ
ƀČƈıĆČőƔ ĆŚŇŽĬıőƈ̩ ƈČãŇƈ̩ ƈČã ĆƀãĥŚőƈ ãőĆ ã ŏƺƀıãĆ ŚĤ ŚƔĬČƀ ãőıŏãŇƈ̮ ÎĬıŇČ
őŚƔ ĆıƳıőĥ ƺŚƜ ƴıŇŇ ĬãƳČ ƔĬČ ŚŽŽŚƀƔƜőıƔƺ ƔŚ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ƔĬČ ŽƀıƈƔıőČ þČãÿĬČƈ
ãőĆ őãƔıŚőãŇ Žãƀńƈ ãőĆ ãƈƈıƈƔ ƴıƔĬ ČőƳıƀŚőŏČőƔãŇ ƀČƈČãƀÿĬ Śƀ ƈıŏŽŇƺ ČőŁŚƺ
ƔĬČ ƀČŇãƹČĆ ČőƳıƀŚőŏČőƔ̮

�



Ɣ ã̄ƈƔıőĥ ã̄ƈŏãőıã
aČƔ ƔĬČ ŽıÿƔƜƀČƈſƜČ ƈÿČőČƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ƳãƀıŚƜƈ ã̄ƈŏãőıãő ƔãƈƔıőĥ ƀČĥıŚőƈ þČ
ƺŚƜƀ þãÿńĆƀŚŽ ãƈ ƺŚƜ ƔãƈƔČ ƺŚƜƀ ƴãƺ ãƀŚƜőĆ ã̄ƈŏãőıã̮ ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬ ˣ Łãŏ
ŽãÿńČĆ Ćãƺƈ ƔŚƜƀıőĥ ƔĬČ ƈƔãƔČ ƔãőƔãŇıƈıőĥ ƺŚƜƀ ƔãƈƔČ þƜĆƈ ƴıƔĬ ĥŚŚĆ ŇŚÿãŇ
ĤŚŚĆ̩ ƴıőČ̩ þČČƀ ãőĆ ƈŽıƀıƔƈ̮ AƀŚŏ ÿĬČČƈČ ƔŚ ÿĬŚÿŚŇãƔČ̩ ĤƀČƈĬ ƈČãĤŚŚĆ ƔŚ
ƔƀƜǋČƈ̩ ãőĆ þČƀƀıČƈ ƔŚ ıÿČ ÿƀČãŏ̩ ƔĬČƀČ ƴıŇŇ őČƳČƀ þČ ã ĆƜŇŇ ŏŚŏČőƔ ĤŚƀ
ƺŚƜƀ ƔãƈƔČƈ þƜĆƈ̮

Ɣ $Ś ĥŚ ÿĬãƈıőĥ ƴãƔČƀĤãŇŇƈ
�ƀãőÿĬ ŚƜƔ ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ƀıƳČƀƈ ãőĆ ŇãńČƈ ƔĬãƔ ƺŚƜ͌ƀČ ƜƈČĆ ƔŚ̩ ãőĆ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ƈŚŏČ
ŚĤ ã̄ƈƈıČ͌ƈ þČƈƔ ƴãƔČƀĤãŇŇƈ̮ AƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ƈƔãƔČ̲ƈ þıĥĥČƈƔ ƈıőĥŇČ ĆƀŚŽ ƴãƔČƀĤãŇŇ̩
iŚőƔČǄƜŏã AãŇŇƈ̩ ƔŚ ƔĬČ ıÿŚőıÿ �ƜƈƈČŇŇ AãŇŇƈ̩ ƺŚƜ͌ŇŇ ƔƀČń ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬ ƀãıőĤŚƀČƈƔƈ
ãőĆ kãƔıŚőãŇ �ãƀńƈ̮ *ƳČƀƺ ƴãŇń ƺŚƜ ƔãńČ ƴıŇŇ ƀČƴãƀĆ ƺŚƜ ƴıƔĬ ã ƈƔƜőőıőĥ
ƳıČƴ ƔĬãƔ ƺŚƜƀ ıőőČƀ ŽĬŚƔŚĥƀãŽĬČƀ ƴıŇŇ ŇŚƳČ̮ ÎıƔĬ ƔĬČ ƴãƔČƀĤãŇŇƈ̩ ãŇƈŚ
ÿŚŏČƈ ƈŚŏČ ŚĤ ã̄ƈŏãőıã͌ƈ ıĆƺŇŇıÿ ƔŚƴőƈ ĤŚƀ ƺŚƜ ƔŚ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ČãÿĬ Ćãƺ̩ ƔĬıƈ ıƈ
őŚƔ ãő ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ƔĬãƔ ƺŚƜ ƴãőƔ ƔŚ ŏıƈƈ̫

Ɣ ¶ŇƔıŏãƔČ ƈŚƜƔĬČƀő ƔãƈƔČƀ
NĤ ıƔ͌ƈ ƔĬČ ƔãƈƔČƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ƈŚƜƔĬ́ČãƈƔ ƔĬãƔ ƺŚƜ ƴãőƔ̩ ƴČ ĬãƳČ ƔĬČ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ĤŚƀ
ƺŚƜ̫ *ƹŽŇŚƀČ ƈŚƜƔĬČƀő ã̄ƈŏãőıã͌ƈ ƴıőČ ãőĆ ĤŚŚĆ ŚǉČƀıőĥƈ ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ
þČãƜƔıĤƜŇ �ŚãŇ �ıƳČƀ ÍãŇŇČƺ̩ ã̄ƈŏãő �ČőıőƈƜŇã̩ ãőĆ $ČƀƴČőƔ ƀČĥıŚő̮ �ãıƀ
ƺŚƜƀ ƴıőČ ƴıƔĬ IŚþãƀƔ͌ƈ ãƀƔ ãőĆ ÿƜŇƔƜƀČ ƈÿČőČ̩ ƔĬČ ƜőıſƜČ ĆıƈƔıŇŇČƀıČƈ̩ ãőĆ
ƔĬČ ŽıÿƔƜƀČƈſƜČ ƳıČƴƈ̮ aČƔ ƺŚƜƀ ƔãƈƔČ þƜĆƈ ŇČãĆ ƔĬČ ƴãƺ̩ ãőĆ Čŏþãƀń Śő
ŚőČ ƔĬČ ƔãƈƔıČƈƔ ƔƀıŽƈ ČƳČƀ̫

Ɣ � ĬıńČ ã Ćãƺ ńČČŽƈ ƔĬČ ĆŚÿƔŚƀ ãƴãƺ
*ƹŽŇŚƀČ ƔĬČ ƈıĥĬƔƈ ŚĤ kŚƀƔĬČƀő ã̄ƈŏãőıãő ĤƀŚŏ ãƔŚŽ ŏŚƜőƔãıőƈ ãőĆ ƴıƔĬıő
ĥŚƀĥČƈ̮ ¢ãƔıƈĤƺ ƺŚƜƀ ıőőČƀ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀČƀ þƺ ÿŚŏŽŇČƔıőĥ ã ĬıńČ ã Ćãƺ ƴĬıŇČ ƈƔıŇŇ
ĥČƔƔıőĥ ã ƔãƈƔČ ŚĤ ã̄ƈƈıČ͌ƈ ƈČÿŚőĆ þıĥĥČƈƔ ÿıƔƺ̮ ¢ŽČőĆ ČãÿĬ őıĥĬƔ ƈŇČČŽıőĥ
ãƔ ƔĬČ ĤŚŚƔĬıŇŇƈ ŚĤ �Čő aŚŏŚőĆ ıő ŚƜƀ ƳČƀƺ Śƴő �ŚƳČƀ ĬƜƔ̮ AƀŚŏ őãƔıŚőãŇ
Žãƀńƈ̩ ƔŚ ŏŚƜőƔãıőŚƜƈ ƳıŇŇãĥČƈ̩ ƔŚ ƀČƈČƀƳČƈ ãőĆ ƴČƔŇãőĆƈ̩ ČƳČƀƺĆãƺ ıƈ ã
őČƴ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀČ̫ aãÿČ ƜŽ ƺŚƜƀ þŚŚƔƈ̩ Žãÿń ã þãĥ ĤŚƀ ƔĬČ Ćãƺ̩ ãőĆ ĥČƔ
ČƹŽŇŚƀıőĥ̫

Ɣ NƈŇãőĆ Śǉ ãő ıƈŇãőĆ Śǉ ãő ıƈŇãőĆ
NĤ ŚƜƀ ıƈŇãőĆ ƈƔãƔČ̩ Śǉ ŚƜƀ ıƈŇãőĆ őãƔıŚő̩ ıƈő͌Ɣ ſƜıƔČ ƔĬČ ČƹŽŇŚƀãƔıŚő ƺŚƜ͌ƀČ
ãĤƔČƀ̳ $ıƈÿŚƳČƀ ã̄ƈŏãőıã̲ƈ ƔƴŚ ŏŚƈƔ ıÿŚőıÿ NƈŇãőĆƈ̳ iãƀıã NƈŇãőĆ ãőĆ �ƀƜőƺ
NƈŇãőĆ̫ *ŏþƀãÿČ ƺŚƜƀ ıőőČƀ �ŚőƔıńı ČƹŽŇŚƀČƀ ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬ ƔĬČ ŏŚƈƔ ƜőıſƜČ ıƈŇãőĆ
ĬŚŽŽČƀ ƺŚƜ͌ŇŇ ČƳČƀ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ̮ ¢ƔãƀƔ ƺŚƜƀ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀČ Śő iãƀıã NƈŇãőĆ̳ ã
ŽŇãÿČ ŚĤ ƈÿČőıÿ þČãƜƔƺ ƴıƔĬ ƀıÿĬ �ƜƈƔƀãŇıãő IıƈƔŚƀƺ̩ ČőƳıƀŚőŏČőƔãŇ
ƈıĥőıǌÿãőÿČ̩ ãőĆ ƈŚŏČ ĥƀČãƔ ƈĬŚƀƔ ƴãŇńƈ ƴıƔĬ ıőƈãőČ ƳıČƴƈ̮ *ƹŽŇŚƀČ ƔĬČ
*ãƈƔ �ŚãƈƔ ãőĆ ƔĬČ ıőőČƀƈ ŚĤ IŚþãƀƔ Śő ƺŚƜƀ ƴãƺ ƔŚ �ƀƜőƺ NƈŇãőĆ̳ ¢ŚƜƔĬČƀő
ã̄ƈŏãőıã͌ƈ ĬŚŏČ ãƴãƺ ĤƀŚŏ ĬŚŏČ̮ ÔŚƜƀ Ćãƺƈ Śő ƔĬČ ıƈŇãőĆ ãŇŇŚƴ ƔıŏČ ƔŚ
ƈãƳŚƜƀ þŚƜƔıſƜČ ĤŚŚĆ ãőĆ Ćƀıőń̩ ĥČƔ ãŏŚőĥƈƔ őãƔƜƀČ̩ ãőĆ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ƈŚŏČ
ãŏãǄıőĥ ƈČã ÿŇıǉƈ Śő ƔĬČ ƴŚƀŇĆ ĤãŏŚƜƈ �ČőőıÿŚƔƔ ÎıŇĆČƀőČƈƈ �ƀƜıƈČƈ̮

�



Ɣ ÎıŇĆÎČƈƔ �ŚãƈƔ ˢÎ$
¯ĬČ ÎČƈƔ �ŚãƈƔ ŚĤ ã̄ƈŏãőıãő ıƈ ãő ıÿŚőıÿ ˢƴĆ ŽŇãƺĥƀŚƜőĆ ãőĆ ıƈ ŚőČ ŚĤ
ƔĬČ ŏƜƈƔ ĆŚ ƔƀıŽƈ ĤŚƀ ˢƴĆČƀƈ �ƜƈƔƀãŇıã ƴıĆČ̮ ÎČ ƴıŇŇ þČ ČƹŽŇŚƀıőĥ ƀČŏŚƔČ
ãőĆ ƀƜĥĥČĆ �ŚãƈƔŇıőČƈ ƔĬãƔ ĬãƳČ þČČő þãƔƔČƀČĆ þƺ ƔĬČ ƀŚãƀıőĥ ˢ˞͌ƈ ĤŚƀ
ĥČőČƀãƔıŚőƈ̮ ÎıŇĆ ƴıőĆ ƈƴČŽƔ ÿŚãƈƔŇıőČƈ̩ ƀČŏŚƔČ ãőĆ ƈƔƜőőıőĥ ãőĆ
ƔČÿĬőıÿãŇŇƺ ÿĬãŇŇČőĥıőĥ ˢƴĆ Ɣƀãÿńƈ̩ ÿŚƜőƔŇČƈƈ ńıŇŚŏČƔƀČƈ ŚĤ þČãÿĬ ĆƀıƳıőĥ̩
ƈãőĆ ĆƜőČƈ̩ ƈƔČČŽ ĆČƈÿČőƔƈ̩ ƴãƔČƀĤãŇŇƈ ãőĆ ƔƀƜŇƺ ƈŽČÿƔãÿƜŇãƀ ƈÿČőČƀƺ ıƈ
ƴãıƔıőĥ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŽãƀƔıÿıŽãőƔƈ̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ıƈ ƔƀƜŇƺ ã ŚőÿČ ıő ã ŇıĤČƔıŏČ
ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ ƴĬČƀČ ƺŚƜ ƴıŇŇ þČ ĥŚıőĥ ƔŚ ŽŇãÿČƈ ŏŚƈƔ ã̄ƈŏãőıãőƈ ƴıŇŇ őČƳČƀ
ĥŚ̮

Ɣ ã̄ńČ ƔĬČ ¢Čã́őıÿ �ŚƜƔČ
¢ƔãƀƔıőĥ ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ÿŚőƳČƀĥČőÿČ ŚĤ ƔĬƀČČ ƀıƳČƀƈ̩ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ƔĬČ ã̄ŏãƀ ƳãŇŇČƺ
ƀČĥıŚő ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ƳãőƔãĥČ ŽŚıőƔ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ã̄ŏãƀ �ıƳČƀ̮ BČãƀ ƜŽ ĤŚƀ ã ŁŚƜƀőČƺ þƺ
ƈãıŇ ıő ŚƜƀ ƜőıſƜČ ŽãƔƀŚŇ þŚãƔƈ ãőĆ ÿãƈƔ ãƴãƺ ƔŚ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ ǌƳČ Ćãƺƈ Śő ƔĬČ
ƴãƔČƀ̮ IČƀČ͌ƈ ƺŚƜƀ ÿĬãőÿČ ƔŚ ıŏŽƀŚƳČ ƺŚƜƀ ƈãıŇıőĥ ƈńıŇŇƈ̩ őŚ ŏãƔƔČƀ ƺŚƜƀ
ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ̳ ãŇŇ ƴĬıŇČ ƀãÿıőĥ ƺŚƜƀ ĤČŇŇŚƴ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ŏãƔČƈ ĆŚƴő ƔĬČ ƀıƳČƀ̩
ƈıőĥıőĥ ƈČã ƈĬãőƔıČƈ ãőĆ ãĆŏıƀıőĥ ƔĬČ ƴıŇĆŇıĤČ ãŇŚőĥ ƔĬČ ƴãƺ̮ aČƔ ƔĬČ ƴıőĆ
þŇŚƴ ƺŚƜ Śő ƔĬıƈ ƔĬƀıŇŇıőĥ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀČ̫

Ɣ kŚƀƔĬČƀő ČƹŽŇŚƀãƔıŚőƈ
kŚƀƔĬČƀő ã̄ƈŏãőıã ıƈ þČĥĥıőĥ ƺŚƜ ƔŚ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ıƔ̩ ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ıőőČƀ ÿıƔƺ ŚĤ
aãƜőÿČƈƔŚő ƔŚ ƔĬČ þČãÿĬČƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ őŚƀƔĬ ČãƈƔ ÿŚãƈƔ̩ ãőĆ ãŇŇ ƔĬČ ĬıĆĆČő
ƔƀČãƈƜƀČƈ ıő þČƔƴČČő̮ *ãÿĬ Ćãƺ ƴıŇŇ þČ ã őČƴ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀČ ƴıƔĬ ıőÿƀČĆıþŇČ
ƳıČƴƈ ãőĆ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČƈ̮ aČãƀő ãþŚƜƔ ƔĬČ ŇŚÿãŇ ĬıƈƔŚƀƺ̩ ŏČČƔ ƔĬČ ƴıŇĆŇıĤČ̩ ĆıŽ
ƺŚƜƀ ƔŚČƈ ıő ƔĬČ ŚÿČãő̩ ãőĆ ĬãƳČ ã þŇãƈƔ̫

Ɣ Ś̄ŚƔ Ś̄ŚƔ̫
�ŇŇ �þŚãƀĆ̫ ]Śıő ƔĬČ Ś̄ŚƔ Ś̄ŚƔ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ãƈ ƴČ ƔƀãƳČŇ ƔĬČ ŇČőĥƔĬ ŚĤ
ã̄ƈŏãőıã ƔŚ ƳıƈıƔ ƔĬČ þČƈƔ ƀãıŇƴãƺƈ ƔĬČ ƈƔãƔČ Ĭãƈ ƔŚ ŚǉČƀ̩ ıőÿŇƜĆıőĥ $Śő
�ıƳČƀ̩ NĆã �ãƺ ãőĆ ƔĬČ ÎČƈƔ �ŚãƈƔ ÎıŇĆČƀőČƈƈ �ãıŇƴãƺ̮ NĤ ƺŚƜ ãƀČ ŇŚŚńıőĥ ƔŚ
ƔãńČ ıő ƔĬČ ƈıĥĬƔƈ ãőĆ ƈŚƜőĆƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ þČãƜƔıĤƜŇ ã̄ƈŏãőıãő ŇãőĆƈÿãŽČ ãƔ ã
ƀČŇãƹČĆ ãőĆ ŇČıƈƜƀČŇƺ ŽãÿČ̩ ƔĬČő ƔĬıƈ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ıƈ ĤŚƀ ƺŚƜ̮

Ɣ N ŇıńČ þıĥ þŚãƔƈ ãőĆ N ÿãő őŚƔ ŇıČ
¢ČƔ ƈãıŇ Śő ƔĬČ ĬıĥĬ ƈČãƈ ãþŚãƀĆ ƔĬČ ¢¯Í ÎıőĆČƴãƀĆ �ŚƜőĆ ãőĆ ŇČãƀő ƔĬČ
ƀŚŽČƈ ŚĤ ƈãıŇıőĥ ã ƔãŇŇ ƈĬıŽ̮ ¢ŽČőĆ ƺŚƜƀ Ćãƺƈ Ɣãńıőĥ ıő ƔĬČ ƳıČƴƈ ŚĤ ã̄ƈŏãőıã
ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ƴãƔČƀ ãőĆ ıőƔČƀãÿƔıőĥ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ Žãƈƈıőĥ ŏãƀıőČ ŇıĤČ þČĤŚƀČ
ƈŽČőĆıőĥ ƺŚƜƀ őıĥĬƔƈ ƜőĆČƀ ã ƈČã ŚĤ ƈƔãƀƈ̮

Ɣ �ãÿČ ƔĬČ Íãő $ČıŏČő
$Ś ƺŚƜ ƴãőƔ ƔŚ ČƹŽŇŚƀČ ã̄ƈŏãőıã ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀČƈ ãőĆ ÿĬãŇŇČőĥČƈ̯
]ƜŏŽ ıőƔŚ ƔĬıƈ ãŏãǄıőĥ ƀãÿČ ƈƔƺŇČ ČƹŽČĆıƔıŚő ƴĬČƀČ ČƹÿıƔıőĥ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ãƀČ
ãƴãıƔıőĥ ƺŚƜ ãƔ ČƳČƀƺ ƔƜƀő̮ iãńČ ƺŚƜƀ ƴãƺ ĤƀŚŏ ŚőČ ČőĆ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ƈƔãƔČ ƔŚ ƔĬČ
ŚƔĬČƀ ƴĬıŇČ ŽƜƈĬıőĥ ƺŚƜƀ ŇıŏıƔƈ̩ ŏãńıőĥ őČƴ ĤƀıČőĆƈ ãőĆ ƔČƈƔıőĥ ƺŚƜƀ þƀãıő̮
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¯ĬČ ĥƀČãƔČƈƔ ÿĬãŇŇČőĥČ ĤãÿČĆ þƺ ƔĬČ ƴĬŚŇČ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ƔČãŏ ƴãƈ ǌŇŇıőĥ ƔĬČ
ČőƔČƀƔãıőŏČőƔ ƀŚŇČ̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ƴãƈ ã ŏãƈƈıƳČ Ɣãƈń ƔĬãƔ ĤŚƀÿČĆ ƈƔƀãıő Śő ƔĬČ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ
ƔČãŏ ãőĆ ƔŚŚń ƔĬČŏ ãƴãƺ ĤƀŚŏ ÿŚŏŽŇČƔıőĥ ƔĬČıƀ Śƴő ıőĆıƳıĆƜãŇ Ɣãƈńƈ̮ ¯ĬČ ãþıŇıƔƺ
ƔŚ ǌőĆ ČőƔČƀƔãıőŏČőƔ ãÿƔƈ ƴãƈ ƈƜÿÿČƈƈĤƜŇ ãőĆ ŚőÿČ ÿŚŏŽŇČƔČĆ ƴãƈ ã ŏãƈƈıƳČ
Ɣãƈń ƔĬãƔ ƴãƈ Čãƈƺ ƔŚ Ɣıÿń Śǉ̮ tőČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ĬãƀĆČƈƔ ÿĬãŇŇČőĥČƈ ƴãƈ ıő ƀČĥãƀĆƈ ƔŚ ƔĬČ
ƈƔãĥČ ãőĆ ŚőÿČ ãĥãıő ƔĬČ ŏãıő ıƈƈƜČƈ ƴČƀČ ãƀŚƜőĆ ƔĬČ ÿŚŏŏƜőıÿãƔıŚő ãőĆ Ňãÿń
ŚĤ ÿŚőƈƜŇƔãƔıŚő ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ Śƀĥãőıƈıőĥ ÿŚŏŏıƔƔČČ̩ ĤƀŚŏ ŽČŚŽŇČ ƴıƔĬıő ƔĬČ þƀãőÿĬ̮ NƔ
ĥŚƔ ƔŚ ƔĬČ ŽŚıőƔ ƴĬČƀČ ŽãƀƔıÿƜŇãƀ ŽČŚŽŇČ ĬãĆ ƔŚ þČ ƀČŏŚƳČĆ ãőĆ þãƀƀČĆ ĤƀŚŏ ãőƺ
ÿŚŏŏƜőıÿãƔıŚő ıő ƀČĥãƀĆƈ ƔŚ ƔĬČ iŚŚƔ̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ŚĤ ÿŚƜƀƈČ ÿãƜƈČĆ þãÿńŇãƈĬ þƜƔ ıƔ ƴãƈ
ƔĬČ þČƈƔ ŚŽƔıŚő ŏŚƳıőĥ ĤŚƀƴãƀĆ̮

tőƈıƔČ ãőĆ tǉƈıƔČ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ıőÿŇƜĆČĆ t�¢ ŽƀŚĥƀČƈƈıŚő ŚŽŽŚƀƔƜőıƔıČƈ ãƈ ƴČŇŇ ãƈ
Ɣƀãıőıőĥ ÿŚƜƀƈČƈ̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ƴãƈ ã ĥƀČãƔ ıőÿŇƜƈıŚő ãőĆ ŚőÿČ ãĥãıő ƈŚŏČƔĬıőĥ ƔĬãƔ ƴČ ĆŚ
ƀČÿŚŏŏČőĆ ƔŚ ĤƜƔƜƀČ iŚŚƔ ÿŚŏŏıƔƔČČƈ̮ ÎČ ãŇƈŚ ıőƳıƔČĆ ƔĬČ ÍČőƔƜƀČƀƈ ƔŚ ãƈƈıƈƔ
ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ ƀƜőőıőĥ ŚĤ ƔĬČƈČ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ̩ ãƈ ƔĬČƺ ƴŚƜŇĆ ŚőŇƺ þČ ŚőƈıƔČ ĆƜƀıőĥ ƔĬČ Ćãƺ
ƔĬıƈ ƴãƈ ÿŚŏŽŇČƔČŇƺ ǌőČ̮ �ƈ ƴČ ƴČƀČ ƳČƀƺ ŇıŏıƔČĆ ĤŚƀ �ĆƳČőƔƜƀŚƜƈ �ÿƔıƳıƔƺ
ŇČãĆČƀƈ̩ ĬãƳıőĥ ƔĬČ ÍČőƔƜƀČƀƈ ƴãƈ ã ĥƀČãƔ ãĆƳãőƔãĥČ̮ aČãĆıőĥ Śő ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬãƔ ıƔ ıƈ
ãŇƈŚ ıŏŽŚƀƔãőƔ ƔŚ ƈƔãƀƔ ÿƀČãƔıőĥ ã ŇıƈƔ ŚĤ ƔƀãıőČĆ �ĆƳČőƔƜƀŚƜƈ ŇČãĆČƀƈ ČãƀŇƺ̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ƴıŇŇ
ãŇŇŚƴ ƺŚƜ ƔŚ ãĆĆƀČƈƈ ƔĬČ ſƜãŇıǌÿãƔıŚőƈ ƔĬãƔ ƺŚƜ ãƀČ ŏıƈƈıőĥ ãőĆ ƔĬČ ŚŽŽŚƀƔƜőıƔƺ ƔŚ
ƜŽƈńıŇŇ ƔĬŚƈČ ıőƔČƀČƈƔČĆ̮
aıƈƔ ŚĤ tǉƈıƔČ �ÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ̨

ƔÎãƔČƀ �ÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ IƜþ
Ɣ �þƈČıŇıőĥ
Ɣiıőı BŚŇĤ
Ɣ ¢ãıŇıőĥ ́ �ŚƜƀƈČ
Ɣ IŚƔ �ıƀ �ãŇŇŚŚő
Ɣ ã̄ƈŏãőıãő $ČƳıŇ ÎŚƀńƈĬŚŽ
Ɣ IŚƀƈČ �ıĆıőĥ
Ɣ �ıƳČƀ �ƀƜıƈČ
Ɣ ã̄ƈŏãǄıã
ƔÎãƔČƀĤãŇŇƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ kŚƀƔĬ ÎČƈƔ
ƔÎıŇĆŇıĤČ *ƹŽČƀıČőÿČ
Ɣ ã̄ŇŇ ¢ĬıŽƈ
Ɣ BŚŇĤ
Ɣ aãƔƀŚþČ ¢ŽČČĆƴãƺ
Ɣ ¯ĬČ kƜƔ ̻¢ƔãőŇČƺ̼
Ɣ ã̄ŏãƀ ÍãŇŇČƺ ÎıőČ Ś̄Ɯƀ
ƔÎČƈƔČƀő ¢ĬƜƔƔŇČ ̻�ƜƀőıČ̼
Ɣ *ãƈƔČƀő ¢ĬƜƔƔŇČ ̻$ČƳŚőŽŚƀƔ̼
Ɣ ˢÎ$
Ɣ $ıƈƔıŇŇČƀƺ Ś̄Ɯƀ
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Ɣ AŚŚĆ Ś̄Ɯƀ
Ɣ ˟˞ �ıő �ŚƴŇıőĥ
Ɣ �ãĤƔıőĥ
Ɣ Ĭıńıőĥ iŚƜőƔ �ŚŇãőĆ
Ɣ IŚŇŇƺþãőńƈ ãĆƳČőƔƜƀČ Ćãƺ
Ɣ AıƈĬıőĥ
Ɣ �ãőƺŚőıőĥ
Ɣ BƜőőƈ �Ňãıőƈ �ãƳČƈ
ƔiƔ �ıńıőĥ
Ɣ Iıńıőĥ ̻�ƀãĆŇČ̼

tőƈıƔČ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ̨
Ɣ BıãőƔ iŚőŚŽŚŇƺ
Ɣ BıãőƔ ƈÿƀãþþŇČ
Ɣ IƜŏãő ĤŚŚƈþãŇŇ
Ɣ *́ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ƔƀãıŇČƀ̴�ŚŚŏ
Ɣ BıãőƔ ŁČőĥã
Ɣ BıãőƔ ƔƴıƈƔČƀ
Ɣ aãƈČƀ Ɣãĥ ̻ŚƜƔƈŚƜƀÿČĆ̼
Ɣ ¢ƜŏŚ ƴƀČƈƔŇıőĥ̩ þƜőĥČČ ƀƜő̩ ŏČÿĬãőıÿãŇ þƜŇŇ ̻ŽãƀƔƺ ĥãŏČƈ ŚƜƔƈŚƜƀÿČ̼
Ɣ $ıƈÿ BŚŇĤ
Ɣ ]ČŇŇƺ ƴƀČƈƔŇıőĥ
Ɣ ¢ŚãŽ ƈŚÿÿČƀ
Ɣ �ãıőƔıőĥ
Ɣ ƀ̄ŚƴƜőőã ãþŚƀıĥıőãŇ ãƀƔ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ
ƔiãÿƀãŏČ
Ɣ ¢Čƴıőĥ ̻˟˞˞˞ ĬČãƀƔƈ̼
Ɣ IČƀıƔãĥČ ÿČőƔƀČ ĬƜþ
ƔiŚƳıČ ƈÿƀČČő
Ɣ �ĬıŇŇ ŚƜƔ ÞŚőČ

ta*i¢ ÿƀČãƔČĆ ŏãőƺ ıƈƈƜČƈ ĤŚƀ Ɯƈ ČƈŽČÿıãŇŇƺ ĆƜƀıőĥ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ̮ ¯ĬČƀČ ƴãƈ ŏãőƺ
ƔıŏČƈ ƴĬČő ƴČ ƴČƀČ ƜőãþŇČ ƔŚ ŽƀŚÿČƈƈ ƔƀãőƈãÿƔıŚőƈ ãƔ ƔĬČ þãƀ þČÿãƜƈČ ŚĤ ƔĬČƈČ
ıƈƈƜČƈ̮ �ƈ ŽãƀƔ ŚĤ ŚƜƀ ŇČƔƔČƀ ŚĤ ŚǉČƀ ƴČ ƴČƀČ ƀČſƜıƀČĆ ƔŚ ƜƈČ ƔĬČ ta*iƈ ŽŇãƔĤŚƀŏ
ĤŚƀ ãŇŇ ƀČĥıƈƔƀãƔıŚőƈ̮
¢ŚŏČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ıƈƈƜČƈ ƴČ ĤŚƜőĆ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬıƈ ãƀČ̨

Ɣ ¯ĬČ ƈƺƈƔČŏ Ĭãƈ őŚ ŏŚþıŇČ ƴČþ ƳıČƴ̩ ĥıƳČő ŏãőƺ ŽČŚŽŇČ ãőĆ ČƈŽČÿıãŇŇƺ
ƺŚƜőĥ ŽČŚŽŇČ ãƀČ ıőÿƀČãƈıőĥŇƺ Ɯƈıőĥ ƔĬČıƀ ŏŚþıŇČ ĆČƳıÿČƈ ĆƜƀıőĥ ČƳČőƔƈ ƔŚ
ıőƔČƀãÿƔ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ ƈƺƈƔČŏ ƔĬıƈ ıƈ ã ÿŇČãƀ ŚƳČƀƈıĥĬƔ

Ɣ ¯ĬČ �t¢ ƈƺƈƔČŏ ĬãĆ őŚ ãþıŇıƔƺ ƔŚ ČĆıƔ ıƔČŏƈ
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Ɣ ¯ĬČ �t¢ ƈƺƈƔČŏ ĤãıŇČĆ ãŇŏŚƈƔ ÿŚőƈƔãőƔŇƺ ƀČƈƜŇƔıőĥ ıő ã ŇãƀĥČ ãŏŚƜőƔ ŚĤ
ŇŚƈƔ ƔƀãőƈãÿƔıŚőƈ ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬŚƜƔ ƔĬČ ČƳČőƔ

Ɣ ¯ĬČƀČ ıƈ őŚ ƳıƈıþŇČ ãƜĆıƔ ŇŚĥ ãƳãıŇãþŇČ ƔŚ ƔĬČ ČƳČőƔ ÿŚŏŏıƔƔČČ̩ ƴČ ãƀČ
ƜőãþŇČ ƔŚ ãƜĆıƔ ƴĬŚ Ĭãƈ ĆŚőČ ƴĬãƔ ƔĬČ ČőƔıƀČ ČƳČőƔ ıőÿŇƜĆČƈ
ãĆŏıőıƈƔƀãƔıŚő ãÿƔıŚőƈ̮

¯ĬČƀČ ƴČƀČ ãŇƈŚ ŏãőƺ ıƈƈƜČƈ ƈƜƀƀŚƜőĆıőĥ ƔĬČ ÿŚŏŏƜőıÿãƔıŚő ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ ƔĬČ ŚƴőČƀ
ŚĤ ta*i¢̩ ƔĬıƈ ƀČƈƜŇƔČĆ ıő ƈıĥőıǌÿãőƔ ŏČőƔãŇ ĬČãŇƔĬ ıŏŽãÿƔƈ Śő ŏãőƺ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ
ƔČãŏ ŏČŏþČƀƈ̮ ¢ŚŏČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ıƈƈƜČƈ ƴČ ĤãÿČĆ ãƀČ̨

Ɣ tƜƀ ıőıƔıãŇ ČőĥãĥČŏČőƔ ƴıƔĬ �ŚƜőĆ ã̄þŇČ ƔŚŚń ã ŇãƀĥČ őƜŏþČƀ ŚĤ ŏŚőƔĬƈ
ƔŚ ĥČƔ ã ĆƀãĤƔ ÿŚőƔƀãÿƔ

Ɣ ¯ĬČ ÿŚőƔƀãÿƔ ƴãƈ ƳãĥƜČ ıő ıƔƈ ĆČŇıƳČƀƺ ãőĆ ƈÿŚŽČ
Ɣ ÎČ ĬãĆ őŚ ŚŽƔıŚő þƜƔ ƔŚ ƈıĥő ƔĬČ ÿŚőƔƀãÿƔ ČŇƈČ þČ ıő ŁČŚŽãƀĆƺ ŚĤ þČıőĥ ıő

ÿŚőǍıÿƔ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ ƀČſƜıƀČŏČőƔƈ ŚĤ ŚƜƀ ŇČƔƔČƀ ŚĤ ŚǉČƀ
Ɣ ¯ĬČƀČ ƴãƈ ÿŇČãƀ ıƈƈƜČƈ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ ƈƺƈƔČŏ ŚƴőČƀ þČıőĥ ãþŇČ ƔŚ ÿŚŏŏƜőıÿãƔČ

ƴıƔĬ ãőƺŚőČ őČƴ ƔŚ ƔĬČŏ ãőĆ Śő őƜŏČƀŚƜƈ ŚÿÿãƈıŚőƈ ĆıƈŽŇãƺČĆ ãþƜƈıƳČ̩
ƜőŽƀŚĤČƈƈıŚőãŇ þČĬãƳıŚƜƀ

Ɣ iŚŚƔ ƔČãŏ ƴČƀČ ĥıƳČő ÿŚŏŽŇČƔČŇƺ ĆıǉČƀČőƔ ãőƈƴČƀƈ ƔŚ ſƜČƈƔıŚőƈ ƔĬãő
ƔĬıƀĆ ŽãƀƔıČƈ ãőĆ ŚƔĬČƀ ŏČŏþČƀƈ ŚĤ ¢ÿŚƜƔƈ ã̄ƈŏãőıã̩ ƴãƈƔıőĥ ƔıŏČ ãőĆ
ČǉŚƀƔ

¯ĬČ ÿŇŚƜĆ ŽƀŚĆƜÿƔıƳıƔƺ ƈƜıƔČ ƈČŇČÿƔıŚő̩ ĆČŽŇŚƺŏČőƔ ãőĆ ŚőþŚãƀĆıőĥ ƴãƈ ŚőČ ŚĤ
ƔĬČ ŏŚƈƔ ÿƀıƔıÿãŇ ŽãƀƔ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ƔČÿĬőŚŇŚĥƺ ŽŚƀƔĤŚŇıŚ̮ ¯ĬČ ƈƜıƔČ őČČĆČĆ ƔŚ ÿŚƳČƀ
ČŏãıŇƈ̩ ĆŚÿƜŏČőƔ ƈƔŚƀãĥČ ãőĆ ãÿÿČƈƈ̩ ÿãŇČőĆãƀ ƈĬãƀıőĥ̩ ƳıĆČŚ ÿŚőĤČƀČőÿıőĥ ãőĆ
þãÿńƜŽ ƈƔŚƀãĥČ̮

¯ĬČƀČ ƴČƀČ ƔƴŚ ŏãıő ŚŽƔıŚőƈ ĤŚƀ ƔĬıƈ ńıőĆ ŚĤ ŽŇãƔĤŚƀŏ ãƀČ iıÿƀŚƈŚĤƔƈ tǊÿČ ˡˤˣ ̻ãƈ
ıƔ ƴãƈ þƀãőĆČĆ ıő ˠ˞˟˦̼ ãőĆ BŚŚĥŇČƈ ĥ¢ƜıƔČ ̻ãƈ ƴãƈ þƀãőĆČĆ ıő ˠ˞˟˦̼̮ ¯ĬČ ƔƴŚ
ŽŇãƔĤŚƀŏƈ ĬãĆ ãƳãőƔãĥČƈ ãőĆ ƔĬČ þƀãőÿĬ ƴãƈ ãŇƀČãĆƺ Ɯƈıőĥ tǊÿČ ˡˤˣ ãƈ ƔĬČıƀ
ŽŇãƔĤŚƀŏ̮ �ŚƔĬ ŽŇãƔĤŚƀŏƈ ƴŚƜŇĆ þČ ãþŇČ ƔŚ þČ ƜƈČĆ ĤƀČČ ŚĤ ÿĬãƀĥČ Ɯƈıőĥ ƔĬČ
őŚő́ŽƀŚǌƔ ĥƀãőƔƈ ƔĬƀŚƜĥĬ ƔČÿĬƈŚƜŽ̴ÿŚőőČÿƔıőĥ ƜŽ ƈŚ Žƀıÿıőĥ ƴãƈ őŚƔ ã
ÿŚőƈıĆČƀãƔıŚő̮

NƔ ƴãƈ ĆČÿıĆČĆ ƔŚ ƜƔıŇıƈČ BŚŚĥŇČ ĥ¢ƜıƔČ̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ƴãƈ ıő ÿŚőŁƜőÿƔıŚő ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ ãĆŚŽƔıŚő
þƺ ã̄ƈ�ŚƳČƀƈ̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ĆČÿıƈıŚő ƴãƈ ŏãĆČ ãƈ ıƔ ƴãƈ ƀČÿŚĥőıƈČĆ ƔĬãƔ BŚŚĥŇČ ãÿÿŚƜőƔƈ
ãƀČ ŏŚƀČ ƜþıſƜıƔŚƜƈ ƔĬãő iıÿƀŚƈŚĤƔ ãÿÿŚƜőƔƈ ƴĬıÿĬ ƴŚƜŇĆ ãŇŇŚƴ ĤŚƀ ŏŚƀČ
ǍČƹıþıŇıƔƺ ƴĬČő ƴŚƀńıőĥ ƴıƔĬ ŏČŏþČƀƈ ŚƜƔƈıĆČ ƔĬČ ŏŚƀČ it ̮̄ ¯ĬČ ŚƔĬČƀ ŏãŁŚƀ
ãĆƳãőƔãĥČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ BŚŚĥŇČ ŚǉČƀıőĥ ƴãƈ ıƔ þƀŚƴƈČƀ þãƈČĆ őãƔƜƀČ̩ őŚ ŚőČ ƴŚƜŇĆ
őČČĆ ƔŚ ĬãƳČ ãőƺƔĬıőĥ ŚƔĬČƀ ƔĬãő ã ŏŚĆČƀő ƴČþ þƀŚƴƈČƀ ıőƈƔãŇŇČĆ ƔŚ ƴŚƀń ƴıƔĬ
ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ̮ ÎŚƀńıőĥ ıő ƔĬČ ČőƳıƀŚőŏČőƔ ƴĬČƀČ őŚ ČőĆŽŚıőƔ ĆČƳıÿČƈ ƴČƀČ ÿŚőƔƀŚŇŇČĆ
ãőĆ ŇıÿČőÿČƈ þČƺŚőĆ ãÿÿČƈƈ ƴČƀČ őŚƔ ĥŚıőĥ ƔŚ þČ ãƈƈıĥőČĆ ƔĬıƈ ƴãƈ ČƈƈČőƔıãŇ̮ Nő
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ˠ˞˟˦ ƔĬČƀČ ƴãƈ ãŇƈŚ ã ŏãŁŚƀ ĤČãƔƜƀČ ĥãŽ ıő ÿŚŇŇãþŚƀãƔıŚő þČƔƴČČő tǊÿČ ˡˤˣ ãőĆ
ĥ¢ƜıƔČ ƴıƔĬ ƀČãŇ ƔıŏČ ÿŚŇŇãþŚƀãƔıŚő ŚőŇƺ þČ ãƳãıŇãþŇČ Śő ƔĬČ BŚŚĥŇČ ŽŇãƔĤŚƀŏ̮

¯ĬČ ŏãıő ƴČþƈıƔČ ƜƈČĆ ĤŚƀ �ŽŽŇČ NƈŇČ iŚŚƔ̩ ƈƔãƀƔČĆ ãƈ ã ƈČŇĤ ĬŚƈƔČĆ ƈıƔČ̩ ŏãĆČ þƺ
tƴČő ̻N¯ ŚǊÿČƀ̼ ƔŚ ÿŚŇŇČÿƔ ČƹŽƀČƈƈıŚőƈ ŚĤ ıőƔČƀČƈƔ ãőĆ ČŏãıŇƈ ĤŚƀ ƔĬČ ŏãıŇıőĥ ŇıƈƔ̮
¯Ĭıƈ ƈıƔČ ƀãő ĤŚƀ ãþŚƜƔ ã ƺČãƀ ãƈ ã ƈıŏŽŇČ̩ ŏıőıŏãŇ́ ıőĤŚƀŏãƔıŚő ŽãĥČ̮ ¯ĬČő̩ ŚőÿČ
ŏŚƀČ ıőĤŚƀŏãƔıŚő ƴãƈ ÿŚŇŇãƔČĆ̩ ŇıńČ ŇŚÿãƔıŚő̩ őãŏČ̩ ĆãƔČƈ̩ ČƔÿ̩ ã ŏŚƀČ ĤŚƀŏãŇ
ƴČþƈıƔČ ƴãƈ ÿƀČãƔČĆ Ɯƈıőĥ BŚŚĥŇČ ¢ıƔČƈ ãőĆ ŇãƜőÿĬČĆ ıő ČãƀŇƺ́ŏıĆ ˠ˞ˠ˟̮ ¯ĬČ
ƴČþƈıƔČ ƴãƈ ĬŚƈƔČĆ þƺ ¢ÿŚƜƔƈ ã̄ƈŏãőıã ãőĆ ƀãő ƈČŽãƀãƔČŇƺ ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ƀČĥıƈƔƀãƔıŚő
ãőĆ ƈĬŚŽ ŽãĥČƈ̮
BŚŚĥŇČ ¢ıƔČƈ ƴãƈ ã ĥƀČãƔ ÿĬŚıÿČ ĤŚƀ ČãƈČ ŚĤ ČĆıƔıőĥ ĤŚƀ ƔĬČ ƴĬŚŇČ ƔČãŏ̮ ÎĬıŇČ
ƈČƔƜŽ ãőĆ ĬŚƈƔıőĥ ƴãƈ ŚƀĥãőıƈČĆ þƺ ƔĬČ N¯ tǊÿČƀ̩ ČĆıƔıőĥ ÿŚƜŇĆ þČ ĆŚőČ þƺ
ãőƺŚőČ Śő ƔĬČ ƔČãŏ ƴĬŚ ƴãƈ ĥıƳČő ãÿÿČƈƈ ́ ƔĬıƈ ãŇŇŚƴČĆ ƈČƳČƀãŇ ŽČŚŽŇČ ƔŚ ńČČŽ
ãő ČƺČ ŚƜƔ ĤŚƀ ƈŽČŇŇıőĥ ČƀƀŚƀƈ̩ ƜŽĆãƔČ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ãƈ ƔĬČƺ ǌŇŇČĆ̩ ãőĆ ŽƜƈĬ ƜŽĆãƔČƈ ãƈ
ƔĬČƺ őČČĆČĆ̮ NƔ ƴãƈ ãŇƈŚ ĤƀČČ̮
¯ĬČ ÿŚŇŇČÿƔıŚő ŚĤ ČŏãıŇƈ ŽƀıŚƀ ƔŚ ƔĬČ ŚǊÿıãŇ ŇãƜőÿĬ ƴãƈ ĥƀČãƔ ĤŚƀ ĥãƜĥıőĥ ıőƔČƀČƈƔ
ãőĆ ÿƀČãƔıőĥ ãő ıőıƔıãŇ ŏãıŇıőĥ ŇıƈƔ ƴĬıŇČ ŚƜƀ ƈŚÿıãŇ ŏČĆıã ŽãĥČƈ ƴČƀČ ƈƔıŇŇ ĥČƔƔıőĥ
Śǉ ƔĬČ ĥƀŚƜőĆ̮

ÎČ ĬãĆ ŏãőƺ ıƈƈƜČƈ ƈƜƀƀŚƜőĆıőĥ ƔĬČ ƴãƺ ƔĬČ iŚŚƔ Śƀĥãőıƈıőĥ ƔČãŏ ƴãƈ ƔƀČãƔČĆ
ĆƜƀıőĥ ƔĬČ ƺČãƀƈ ŇČãĆıőĥ ƜŽ ƔŚ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ ãőĆ ãŇƈŚ ĆƜƀıőĥ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ̮ ¯Ĭıƈ ÿƀČãƔČĆ
ŇŚƔƈ ŚĤ ıƈƈƜČƈ ƔĬãƔ ƴČƀČ őŚƔ ƀČſƜıƀČĆ ãőĆ ŽŇãÿČĆ ã ŇãƀĥČ ãŏŚƜőƔ ŚĤ ƜőőČÿČƈƈãƀƺ
ƈƔƀČƈƈ Śő ƔĬČ ƔČãŏ̮ iãőƺ ƔıŏČƈ ŏČŏþČƀƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ã̄ƈŏãőıãő �ƀãőÿĬ ŏãĆČ
ĆČÿıƈıŚőƈ Śő ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ ƔČãŏƈ þČĬãŇĤ ƴıƔĬ őŚ ÿŚőƈƜŇƔãƔıŚő ãőĆ ĥãƳČ Ɯƈ őŚ ãþıŇıƔƺ ƔŚ
ƳŚıÿČ ŚƜƀ ŚŽıőıŚő Śő ƔĬČ ŏãƔƔČƀ Śƀ ÿĬãőĥČ ƔĬČ ĆČÿıƈıŚő̮ tőČ ŚĤ ƔĬČƈČ ČƹãŏŽŇČƈ ıƈ
ƔĬČ ŽƜƀÿĬãƈČ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ãŇÿŚĬŚŇ ĤŚƀ ƔĬČ þãƀ̩ ƴČ ƈČČńČĆ ŚƜƔ ã ƳãƀıČƔƺ ŚĤ ſƜŚƔČƈ ĤƀŚŏ
ŏãőƺ ĆıǉČƀČőƔ ŽƀŚƳıĆČƀƈ̮ ÎČ őČƳČƀ ƈãƴ ƔĬČ ſƜŚƔČ Śƀ ãőƺ ıőĤŚƀŏãƔıŚő ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ
ŽƀŚƳıĆČƀ ƔĬãƔ ƴČ ƴČƀČ ĤŚƀÿČĆ ƔŚ ƜƈČ þČÿãƜƈČ ıƔ ƴãƈ ã ƈÿŚƜƔıőĥ ÿŚőƔãÿƔ̮ ÎĬıŇČ ƺČƈ
ƔĬıƈ ŏãƺ ĬãƳČ þČČő ƔĬČ þČƈƔ ŚǉČƀ ıƔ ĥãƳČ Ɯƈ őŚ ÿŚőƔƀŚŇ ŚƳČƀ ƔĬČ ÿĬŚıÿČƈ ŚĤ ãŇÿŚĬŚŇ
Śƀ ƔĬČ ŽƀıÿČƈ ıő ƴĬıÿĬ ƴČ ÿŚƜŇĆ ƈČŇŇ ƔĬČƈČ ãƔ̮ NƔ ƔĬČő ŇČĤƔ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ ƔČãŏ ıő ãő
ƜőÿŚŏĤŚƀƔãþŇČ ŽŚƈıƔıŚő ĬãƳıőĥ ƔŚ ãőƈƴČƀ ſƜČƈƔıŚőƈ ãƀŚƜőĆ ƔĬČ ŽƀıÿČƈ ƴıƔĬ őŚ
ıőĤŚƀŏãƔıŚő ãƀŚƜőĆ ƔĬıƈ̮ ÎĬıŇČ ƔĬıƈ ıƈ ŁƜƈƔ ŚőČ ƈıƔƜãƔıŚő ƔĬČƀČ ƴČƀČ ŏãőƺ ŚĤ
ĆıǉČƀČőƔ ƔıŏČƈ ƴĬČƀČ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ ƔČãŏ ƴČƀČ ĆıƈƀČƈŽČÿƔČĆ ıő ƔĬıƈ ƴãƺ ãőĆ ŇČĤƔ ŏãőƺ
ĤČČŇıőĥ ƜőƔƀƜƈƔČĆ ãőĆ őŚƔ ƈƜŽŽŚƀƔČĆ ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ þƀãőÿĬ̮ ¯ĬČƀČ ƴČƀČ ãŇƈŚ ŏãőƺ
ıƈƈƜČƈ ƈƜƀƀŚƜőĆıőĥ �ƀãőÿĬ ÿŚŏŏıƈƈıŚőČƀƈ ãőĆ �ƀŚŁČÿƔ �ŚŏŏıƈƈıŚőČƀƈ
ÿŚŏŏƜőıÿãƔıőĥ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ ƺŚƜƔĬ̴ƺŚƜőĥ ŽČŚŽŇČ Śő ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ ƔČãŏ̮ ¯ĬČƀČ ƴČƀČ
ŏãőƺ ıőƈƔãőÿČƈ ƴĬČő ŏŚŚƔ ƔČãŏ ŏČŏþČƀƈ ƴŚƜŇĆ þČ Ɣƀƺıőĥ ƔŚ ƀČãÿĬ ŚƜƔ ĤŚƀ
ƈƜŽŽŚƀƔ ĤƀŚŏ ãĆƜŇƔ ŏČŏþČƀƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ŏŚƳČŏČőƔ ãőĆ ƴŚƜŇĆ ĥČƔ őŚ ƀČƈŽŚőƈČ̩
ƴĬČƀČ ƔĬČƺ ƴŚƜŇĆ ƀČŽŇƺ ƔŚ ŚƔĬČƀ ãĆƜŇƔ ŏČŏþČƀƈ ŚĤ ƔĬČ ŏŚƳČŏČőƔ̮ ÎČ
ƀČÿŚŏŏČőĆ ÿƀČãƔıőĥ ã ƈƔƀŚőĥ ƔƀƜƈƔıőĥ ƀČŇãƔıŚőƈĬıŽ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ �ƀãőÿĬ ƔČãŏ ãőĆ ƔĬČ
ãþıŇıƔƺ ƔŚ ĬãƳČ ŚŽČő ãőĆ ĬŚőČƈƔ ƔƴŚ́ƴãƺ ÿŚŏŏƜőıÿãƔıŚő̮
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tƳČƀãŇŇ̩ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ ƈČƔþãÿńƈ ƴČ ƴČƀČ ĤãÿČĆ ƴıƔĬ ıƔ ƴãƈ ã ƀČƴãƀĆıőĥ ŚŽŽŚƀƔƜőıƔƺ ãőĆ
ƈŚŏČƔĬıőĥ ƔĬãƔ ƴČ ãƀČ ãþŇČ ƔŚ ŇŚŚń þãÿń ãőĆ ƀČǍČÿƔ̮ ¯ĬČƀČ ãƀČ ŏãőƺ ƴãƺƈ ıő
ƴĬıÿĬ ƴČ ãƈ ıőĆıƳıĆƜãŇƈ ãƀČ ãþŇČ ƔŚ ĥƀŚƴ ãőĆ ƴãƺƈ ƔĬãƔ ŚƜƀ �ƀãőÿĬ ÿãő ĥƀŚƴ ãƈ
ƴČŇŇ̮ aıńČ ãőƺ ČƳČőƔ ƔĬČƀČ ƴČƀČ ƜŽƈ ãőĆ ĆŚƴőƈ̩ ƔĬČ ıŏŽŚƀƔãőƔ ŇČãƀőıőĥƈ ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬıƈ
ãƀČ ƔĬãƔ ƴČ ŇČãƀő ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ÿĬãŇŇČőĥČƈ ãőĆ ÿČŇČþƀãƔČ ƔĬČ ãÿĬıČƳČŏČőƔƈ̮

�ČÿŚŏŏČőĆãƔıŚőƈ
Ɣ *őƈƜƀČ ƺŚƜ ãƀČ ǌŇŇıőĥ ƔĬČ ŽŚƈıƔıŚőƈ ãƈ ČãƀŇƺ ãƈ ŽŚƈƈıþŇČ ãőĆ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ

ƀıĥĬƔ ŽČŚŽŇČ̮ ¯ĬČƈČ ŽČŚŽŇČ ƈĬŚƜŇĆ þČ ÿĬŚƈČő þãƈČĆ Śő ƔĬČıƀ ãþıŇıƔƺ ƔŚ
ÿŚŏŽŇČƔČ ƔĬČ ƀŚŇČ ãőĆ ƔĬČ ČƹŽČƀıČőÿČ ƔĬČƺ ÿãő þƀıőĥ̩ őŚƔ ƴĬŚ ƔĬČƺ
ãƀČ̮

Ɣ *őƈƜƀČ ƺŚƜ ıĆČőƔıĤƺ ƔĬČ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ƺŚƜ ãƀČ ƴãőƔıőĥ ƔŚ ŚǉČƀ ČãƀŇƺ ãőĆ
ƴŚƀńıőĥ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ �ĆƳČőƔƜƀŚƜƈ ãÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ƔČãŏ ČãƀŇƺ ƔŚ ãŇŇŚƴ ƜŽƈńıŇŇıőĥ
ƈĬŚƜŇĆ ıƔ þČ őČČĆČĆ̮

Ɣ _őŚƴıőĥ ıƔ ıƈ Śńãƺ ƔŚ ƀČŏŚƳČ ŽČŚŽŇČ ĤƀŚŏ ƔĬČ ƔČãŏ ƴĬŚ ãƀČ őŚƔ
ŏČČƔıőĥ _�N͌ƈ ãőĆ ĤƜŇǌŇŇıőĥ ƔĬČıƀ ŽŚƈıƔıŚő̮

Ɣ ¢ČŇČÿƔ ã ŽŇãƔĤŚƀŏ ƔĬãƔ ıƈ ƀıĥĬƔ ĤŚƀ ƔĬČ it�̴it¯ ńőŚƴıőĥ ƔĬãƔ ƔĬıƈ
ŏãƺ őŚƔ ãŇıĥő ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ þƀãőÿĬ̮ � ŏãŁŚƀ ČƳČőƔ ıƈ ãő ŚŽŽŚƀƔƜőıƔƺ ƔŚ Ɣƀƺ
ƔĬıőĥƈ ƈŚ ĆŚő͌Ɣ ŏıƈƈ ıƔ̮

Ɣ ÎĬıŇČ BŚŚĥŇČ ¢ıƔČƈ ıƈ ƳČƀƺ Čãƈƺ ƔŚ ƜƈČ ĤŚƀ ČƳČƀƺŚőČ̩ ıƔ ıƈ ƳČƀƺ ŇıŏıƔČĆ
ıő ĤŚƀŏãƔƔıőĥ ãőĆ ıőƔČƀãÿƔıþıŇƔƺ ̻ÿãő͌Ɣ ŽƜƔ ŽıÿƔƜƀČƈ ıő ã ÿŚŇŇãŽƈıþŇČ
ÿŚőƔãıőČƀ̪ ̼ ƈŚ ıĤ ƺŚƜ ĬãƳČ ƈŚŏČŚőČ Śő ƔĬČ ƔČãŏ ƴĬŚ ÿãő ãőĆ ƴıŇŇ þČ
ãþŇČ ƔŚ ŏãıőƔãıő ã ƴČþƈıƔČ̩ ĥŚ ĤŚƀ ıƔ̮ tƔĬČƀƴıƈČ̩ BŚŚĥŇČ ¢ıƔČƈ̩
ČƈŽČÿıãŇŇƺ ıĤ ƺŚƜƀ þƀãőÿĬ ŽƀŚƳıĆČƈ ƺŚƜ ƴıƔĬ ã BŚŚĥŇČ ¢ƜıƔČ ĤŚƀ ƺŚƜƀ
ƔČãŏ̩ ıƈ ãő Čãƈƺ ÿĬŚıÿČ

Ɣ ÿƀČãƔČ ã ƈƔƀŚőĥ ƔƀƜƈƔıőĥ ƀČŇãƔıŚőƈĬıŽ ƴıƔĬ ƔĬČ �ƀãőÿĬ ƔČãŏ ãőĆ ƔĬČ
ãþıŇıƔƺ ƔŚ ĬãƳČ ŚŽČő ãőĆ ĬŚőČƈƔ ƔƴŚ́ƴãƺ ÿŚŏŏƜőıÿãƔıŚő̮

Ɣ NőÿŇƜĆČ t�¢ ŽƀŚĥƀČƈƈıŚő ŚŽŽŚƀƔƜőıƔıČƈ ıő �ÿƔıƳıƔıČƈ ƴČƀČ ãƳãıŇãþŇČ̮
Ɣ BČƔ ã ƳãƀıČƔƺ ŚĤ ſƜŚƔČƈ ãőĆ ÿŚőƔãÿƔƈ ĤŚƀ ČƳČƀƺƔĬıőĥ ƺŚƜ ãƀČ

ŚƜƔƈŚƜƀÿıőḫ̂ ¯ĬČƀČ ãƀČ ãŇŇ ĆıǉČƀČőƔ ŚŽƔıŚőƈ ŚƜƔ ƔĬČƀČ ãőĆ ƈĬŚŽ ãƀŚƜőĆ
ĤŚƀ ƔĬČ ƀıĥĬƔ ĆČãŇ̮

Ɣ *őƈƜƀČ ƔĬãƔ ŽŇãőƈ ãőĆ ŚŽČƀãƔıŚőãŇ ŽŇãőƈ ãƀČ Čãƈƺ ƔŚ ĤŚŇŇŚƴ ãőĆ ãƀČ
ƴČŇŇ ƴƀıƔƔČő ƔŚ ČőƈƜƀČ ƔĬãƔ ıőÿãƈČ ŚĤ ãő ƜőĤŚƀƔƜőãƔČ ČƳČőƔ ƈŚŏČŚőČ
ČŇƈČ ıƈ ãþŇČ ƔŚ Žıÿń ƜŽ ƺŚƜƀ ŽŚƈıƔıŚő ãőĆ ƔãńČ ŚƳČƀ̮

Ɣ IãƳČ ƈƜŽŽŚƀƔ ŽČŚŽŇČ ãƀŚƜőĆ ƔĬãƔ ãƀČ ČƹƔČƀőãŇ ƔŚ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ ƔČãŏ̮
¯ĬČƈČ ÿŚƜŇĆ þČ ĤƀıČőĆƈ Śƀ ĤãŏıŇƺ Śƀ ŚƔĬČƀ ƈÿŚƜƔıőĥ ŽČƀƈŚőőČŇ őŚƔ
ĆıƀČÿƔŇƺ ƀČŇãƔČĆ ƔŚ ƔĬČ ŏŚŚƔ ƔČãŏ̮

��



_Čƺ ŇČãƀőıőĥƈ
Ɣ ¢ƜŽŽŚƀƔ ČãÿĬ ŚƔĬČƀ̩ ńőŚƴ ƺŚƜƀ ƔČãŏ ãőĆ ńőŚƴ ƔĬČıƀ ƈƔƀČőĥƔĬƈ ãőĆ

ƴČãńőČƈƈČƈ̮
Ɣ _őŚƴ ƴĬČő ƺŚƜ őČČĆ ƔŚ ƈƔČŽ þãÿń ãőĆ ƔãńČ ã þƀČãń̩ ƺŚƜ ãƀČ ŚőŇƺ

ãþŇČ ƔŚ ƴŚƀń ãƔ ƺŚƜƀ þČƈƔ ƴĬČő ƺŚƜ ãƀČ ãƔ ƺŚƜƀ þČƈƔ̮ �ŇƈŚ þČıőĥ
ƈƜŽŽŚƀƔıƳČ ƔŚ ƔĬŚƈČ ƴĬŚ ĆŚ őČČĆ ã þƀČãń̮

Ɣ �ÿƔıőĥ Śő ČŏŚƔıŚőƈ őČƳČƀ ČőĆƈ ƴČŇŇ ĤŚƀ ãőƺŚőČ̩ ƔãńČ ã ƈČÿŚőĆ ãőĆ
ãŽŽƀŚãÿĬ ƔĬČ ƈıƔƜãƔıŚő ƴıƔĬ ã ÿŇČãƀ ĬČãĆ̮

Ɣ kŚƔ ČƳČƀƺŚőČ ıƈ ĥŚıőĥ ƔŚ ãĥƀČČ ƴıƔĬ ƺŚƜ ãőĆ ƺŚƜ͌ƀČ őŚƔ ĥŚıőĥ ƔŚ
ãĥƀČČ ƴıƔĬ ČƳČƀƺŚőČ ČŇƈČ̩ þČıőĥ ãþŇČ ƔŚ ŇıƈƔČő ƔŚ ČãÿĬ ŚƔĬČƀ ıƈ
ıŏŽŚƀƔãőƔ ãőĆ ãŇŇŚƴ ČƳČƀƺŚőČ ƔĬČ ÿĬãőÿČ ƔŚ ƈŽČãń̮
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